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ABSTRACT
NONLINEAR FLIGHT CONTROL DESIGN USING
BACKSTEPPING METHODOLOGY
Thanh Trung Tran
Old Dominion University
Director: Dr. Brett A. Newman
The subject of nonlinear flight control design using backstepping control method-
ology is investigated in the dissertation research presented here. Control design
methods based on nonlinear models of the dynamic system provide higher utility
and versatility because the design model more closely matches the physical system
behavior. Obtaining requisite model fidelity is only half of the overall design process,
however. Design of the nonlinear control loops can lessen the effects of nonlinearity,
or even exploit nonlinearity, to achieve higher levels of closed-loop stability, perfor-
mance, and robustness. The goal of the research is to improve control quality for
a general class of strict-feedback dynamic systems and provide flight control archi-
tectures to augment the aircraft motion. The research is divided into two parts:
theoretical control development for the strict-feedback form of nonlinear dynamic
systems and application of the proposed theory for nonlinear flight dynamics. In
the first part, the research is built on two components: transforming the nonlinear
dynamic model to a canonical strict-feedback form and then applying backstepping
control theory to the canonical model. The research considers a process to deter-
mine when this transformation is possible, and when it is possible, a systematic
process to transfer the model is also considered when practical. When this is not
the case, certain modeling assumptions are explored to facilitate the transformation.
After achieving the canonical form, a systematic design procedure for formulating
a backstepping control law is explored in the research. Starting with the simplest
subsystem and ending with a full system, pseudo control concepts based on Lya-
punov control functions are used to control each successive subsystem. Typically,
each pseudo control must be solved from a nonlinear algebraic equation. At the end
of this process, the physical control input must be re-expressed in terms of the physi-
cal states by eliminating the pseudo control transformations. In the second part, the
research focuses on nonlinear control design for flight dynamics of aircraft motion.
Some assumptions on aerodynamics of aircraft are addressed to transform full non-
linear flight dynamics into the canonical strict-feedback form. The assumptions are
also analyzed, validated, and compared to show the advantages and disadvantages
of the design models. With the achieved models, investigation focuses on formulat-
ing the backstepping control laws and provides an advanced control algorithm for
nonlinear flight dynamics of the aircraft. Experimental and simulation studies are
successfully implemented to validate the proposed control method. Advancement of
nonlinear backstepping control theory and its application to nonlinear flight control
are achieved in the dissertation research.
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 MOTIVATION
Aircraft flight control has been a challenge to conventional control design methods
due to the large variations in aircraft aerodynamics over different operating condi-
tions. The standard approach for flight control design for nonlinear aircraft systems
is gain-scheduling. In this approach, linear approximation of dynamic equations at
several important operating points within the flight envelope is achieved. Depending
on these points, linear controllers are designed and then combined continuously as
the vehicle flies from one operating point to another. Due to linearization, the ac-
tual system performance and stability can be significantly different from the design
results due to the approximated nonlinearities. With the rapid development of high-
performance computational computers, sensor technology, and integrated electronic
devices, nonlinear flight control design methods are expected to provide a control sys-
tem with high precision and reliability. Thus, the investigation and development of
advanced control methods for nonlinear aircraft flight dynamics has been addressed
considerably by the aerospace control community, but is by no means complete.
A popular classical method known as feedback linearization is used to enforce
a nonlinear dynamic system to behave linearly from a synthetic input to a desired
output. Then linear control design methods for a linear system of aircraft dynamics
2are used as an outer control loop over the entire flight envelope. However, investiga-
tions have revealed the method sometimes provides poor performance and reduced
robustness across the entire flight envelope of aircraft flight systems. A more re-
cent method, known as backstepping control design, has been introduced and used
in exploring new directions in control design for nonlinear dynamic systems. With
the advantages and flexibility of backstepping control design such as stability guar-
antee, avoidance of dynamic nonlinearity cancellation, and wide applicabilities, the
backstepping control design approach for nonlinear flight dynamics has also been
considered by many researchers. However, proposed approaches either used poor
assumptions or has not yet been presented systematically for a class of nonlinear
dynamic systems. In this dissertation, backstepping control design methodology is
presented systematically for the strict-feedback form of nonlinear dynamic systems
and then applied for aircraft flight dynamic systems to provide an architecture to
augment performance and stability of the aircraft motion.
1.2 BACKGROUND
A dynamic system is a set of interconnected time-dependent functional compo-
nents organized for certain specific tasks in the physical world. A control system is a
set of processes applied to the signals of a dynamic system and some externally acting
signals for the purpose of altering the behavior of the dynamic system in a benefical
way. There are two types of control systems: open-loop and closed-loop (feedback).
A closed-loop control system that is capable of adapting to system changes and un-
certainties to achieve high performance plays an important role in the development
3of science and technology.
Classical control theory, control applications, and the history of feedback control
can be found in References [1], [2], [3], [4]. Many design methods based on different
control objectives and system conditions have been developed and verified in theory
and practice such as proportion-integrator-derivative (PID) control in References [2],
[5], pole placement control in References [6], [7], and robust control in References [8],
[9]. These control design methods are typically applied to linear systems but realis-
tic models of engineering systems are nonlinear in which the dynamic behavior of a
system to be controlled changes with the operating region. Thus, a typical approach
to this situation has been to apply the notion of gain-scheduling, where a set of lin-
ear control systems are combined through an interpolation process dependent on the
operating condition or state condition. A systematic concept for the gain-scheduling
technique and applications of gain-scheduling for engineering systems can be found
in References [10], [11]. Some advanced design methods directly addressing nonlinear
dynamics, such as feedback linearization in References [8], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16],
[17], [18], [19], adaptive control in References [4], [20], [21], backstepping control in
References [8], [21], [22], have been addressed and applied for engineering systems by
many researchers. These methods have been applied to nonlinear aircraft systems,
nonlinear magnetic systems, and nonlinear robotic systems, for example.
The standard approach for designing controllers for nonlinear aircraft systems is
gain-scheduling. In this strategy, linear approximation of dynamic equations at sev-
eral important operating points within the flight envelope is achieved. Depending on
4these points, linear controllers are designed and then combined continuously as vehi-
cle flies from one operating point to another. Due to linearization, the actual system
performance and stability can be significantly different from the design results due to
the approximated nonlinearities. In recent years, the investigation and development
of flight control methods for nonlinear aircraft dynamics has been achieved by the
aerospace control community in References [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30],
[31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37].
Instead of gain-fitting and interpolating between several operation points, the
application of a variable-gain optimal output feedback control design methodology
is proposed in References [25], [32] where the feedback gains are continuously calcu-
lated and scheduled as a function of the state variables. In the approach in Reference
[32], the feedback gains are calculated and scheduled by minimizing a cost function
that is dependent on attack angle and surface deflections. The approach is not fully
effective and robust for short period mode control due to the computational cost and
convergence of the associated constrained optimization problem.
Nonlinear dynamic inversion (NDI) in References [23], [30], [33], [34], [36], [37] for
flight control system design has been proposed to eliminate the drawbacks of gain-
scheduling based design. Reference [30] uses assumptions in which aerodynamic force
coefficients and moment coefficients are nonlinear functions of the angle of attack,
sideslip angle, and thrust coefficient but linear functions of the elevator, aileron, and
rudder. The motion equations can be re-written as a triangular system of general
form and then a nonlinear dynamic inverse controller is generated and proven valid
5over the entire flight envelope. The limitation of the proposed strategy is that aero-
dynamic moments must be linearly represented in terms of control variables through
the control derivatives. The main assumptions in Reference [30] is that the governing
equations are known precisely and the aircraft states are measured or estimated ac-
curately. If either of these requirements are not met, the cancellation of the nonlinear
dynamics will not be exact. Thus, a methodology has been proposed in Reference
[33], [34] to improve aircraft performance by using a combination of dynamic inver-
sion and structured singular value µ synthesis.
A better approach of NDI design for full nonlinear flight control is presented in
References [36], [37] which uses the fact that control surface deflections do not di-
rectly affect slow dynamics. Therefore, control systems are designed separately for
slow-state variable dynamics and fast-state variable dynamics. With the designed
fast-state controller, a separate and approximate inversion procedure is carried out
to design the slow-state controller for slow-state variable dynamics. The achieved
slow-state control system outputs are used as commands for the controller augment-
ing the fast-state variable dynamics. A justification of reliability of the proposed
algorithm is confirmed analytically using the longitudinal dynamics. A general dis-
advantage of the NDI approach that prevents the popular adoption of the method
for nonlinear flight systems is the poor robustness of NDI-based control design, i.e.,
system parameters of the aircraft dynamics are included and essentially inverted in
the control law. Therefore, the aircraft model used for control design needs to be
accurate in order to achieve good performance and stability of the system.
6In recent years, many researchers have addressed backstepping control (BSC) de-
sign from References [21], [22], [38], [39], [40]. The concept of backstepping design
was introduced for the first time in References [21], [22] and has been a motivated
basis for exploring new directions in control design for nonlinear dynamic systems.
Backstepping control design is seen as a recursive design process which breaks a
design problem on the full system down to a sequence of sub-problems on lower or-
der systems. Considering each lower order system with a control Lyapunov function
(CLF) and paying attention to the interaction between the various subsystems makes
the design of a stabilizing controller modular and easier. The advantages of backstep-
ping control are a stability guarantee, avoidance of dynamic nonlinearity cancellation,
wide applicability for a class of nonlinear dynamic systems, and elimination of the
requirement for the designed system to appear linear, as noted in References [21],
[41]. Applications of the backstepping design approach for nonlinear flight control
have been considered by many researchers in References [24], [26], [27], [28], [31],
[35].
An online approximation-based backstepping control approach for advanced flight
vehicles is presented in Reference [24] in which the control law is designed using three
feedback loops with online approximation of the aerodynamic force and moment coef-
ficient functions. The approach maintains stability (in the sense of Lyapunov) of the
online function approximation process in the presence of magnitude, rate, and band-
width limitations on the intermediate states and the surfaces. Reference [28] shows
how the equations of motion for aircraft are restructured in linear strict-feedback
7form, and then backstepping control design and adaptive gain scheduling are em-
ployed to achieve full envelope flight control. The research in Reference [35] assumes
aerodynamic forces and moments as a linear function of attack angle, pitch angle and
elevator. Then backstepping control design is applied to the aircraft model in strict-
feedback form. The new contribution is that aerodynamic parameters of the aircraft
are approximated by nominal values and error models and then a parameter adaptive
scheme using a multilayer neural network is employed to improve the performance
and stability of the aircraft. Limitations of these approaches in References [28], [35]
are the assumptions of linear like behavior for the design model used for generating
the control law. These disadvantages have been eliminated in References [26], [27].
However, in these approaches, it is assumed that flight path angle is not significantly
affected by the gravitational term which is fixed at the reference value. Also, the
product of angle of attack and the time derivative of flight path angle is assumed
to be positive with nonzero attack angles. The model of the nonlinear longitudinal
dynamics of the aircraft is re-written in nonlinear strict-feedback form and then the
backstepping-based control algorithm is used.
These above works have not yet addressed in a significant way the robustness and
adaptive issues in flight control of nonlinear dynamic systems. Nonlinear adaptive
flight control in the presence of unmodeled parameters and external disturbances is
presented in References [29], [42], [43], [44]. Neural network (NN) based methods for
adaptive control are presented in References [29], [42] in which the NN uses table
lookup approaches to reduce the amount of memory and computation time required.
8Also, the NN can provide interpolation between training points with no additional
computational effort to adapt controllers in achieving desired performance. Reference
[43] suggests an adaptive backstepping strategy to improve the process of parameter
estimation by using the modified tracking error. Use of assumptions of constant ve-
locity and no lift and drag effects of the control surfaces, the standard affine system
is achieved for applying the adaptive backstepping-based design. The authors use a
combination of fuzzy logic and a modified Lyapunov function to achieve an effective
way for adapting the time-variant parameters. Works in References [45], [46], [47],
[48], [49] strive to improve the dynamic performance of aircraft under the presence of
parameter variation and disturbances. In these studies, the combination of stochastic
robustness procedures and dynamic inversion is proposed to minimize the probability
of instability and probability of design requirement violations by using the genetic
algorithm to search the design parameter space. The soundness of using a robust-
less method to consider the robust design is of concern for these methods. All of the
above control design methodologies for nonlinear flight dynamics of aircraft need to
be improved and modified extensively for the goal of safe and reliable application to
flight vehicles.
The dissertation author has been involved in the research of References [38], [39],
[40], [50], [51], [52], [53] in which the backstepping control methodology is applied
successfully to a roll-to-roll (R2R) web system for printed electronics technology.
References [39], [51] assume no web slippage occurs, the web has no permanent
9deformation due to applied tension, and the load cell and dancer dynamics are ne-
glected. Therefore, the nonlinear dynamics of a single-span R2R web system can be
written in single-input single-output (SISO) strict-feedback form. After applying the
backstepping-based design method with the achieved system, the resulting controller
is proven to achieve the performance specifications and is globally asymptotically sta-
bilized with the optimal gains in Reference [52]. Also, a modified genetic algorithm
for optimally determining the gains of nonlinear controllers is proposed in Reference
[52] by using a state space model approach and a scheme for designing the control
system with automatic gain tuning due to the presence of disturbances and changing
parameters. The experimental and simulation results validated the proposed strat-
egy. The backstepping control methodology was also extended to a multi-span R2R
web system in References [38], [40] in which nonlinear dynamics of the multi-span
R2R web system are written in multi-input multi-output (MIMO) strict-feedback
form. A technique using backstepping control design was applied to achieve the con-
trol laws that meet the demand of performance and global stability. Simulation and
experimental results were implemented to validate the proposed design method. In
some sense, the dissertation research is an extension of these previous works by the
author.
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This dissertation investigates backstepping-based nonlinear control design
methodology for nonlinear flight dynamics of aircraft. From the author’s experi-
ence with nonlinear flight dynamic systems and backstepping controllers for web
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manufacturing systems, the potential use of the backstepping control methodology
for nonlinear flight dynamical systems appears feasible. The research provides a ba-
sis for understanding a general class of strict-feedback dynamic systems which plays
an important role in improving control quality for nonlinear flight dynamic systems.
The results provide backstepping and integrator-backstepping control design method-
ologies for strict-feedback models of nonlinear dynamic systems. Application of the
proposed theories will be implemented for nonlinear flight dynamic systems in order
to provide robust flight control architecture to augment the aircraft motion. The
dissertation work consists of two primary components. First, the research focuses on
specifying conditions under which a flight dynamic system is able to be transformed
into a strict-feedback system. Second, an application of the proposed backstepping
and integrator-backstepping control strategy for nonlinear dynamic systems with
strict-feedback form are investigated in order to provide architecture to augment the
aircraft motion.
The first specific aim of the research is to study necessary conditions under which
a nonlinear dynamic model is able to be transformed into a strict-feedback system
form. The research considers a process to determine when this transformation is
possible, and when it is possible, a systematic process to transfer the model is also
considered. If not possible, some assumptions are made and then the nonlinear flight
dynamic system is able to be transformed approximately to strict-feedback form. In
the second specific aim, the research concentrates on providing a backstepping con-
trol design methodology for the strict-feedback model of a nonlinear dynamic system.
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Starting with the simplest subsystem and ending with the full system, pseudo control
concepts based on Lyapunov control functions are used to control each successive sub-
system. At the end of this process, the physical control input must be re-expressed
in terms of the physical states by eliminating the pseudo control transformations.
In the third specific aim, the research investigates an equivalence of the feedback
linearization-based design method and the backstepping-based design approach for a
triangular affine system. The research addresses a fundamental question here: “Are
these two design methods unique or does there exist some type of equivalence be-
tween the two methods for a specific type of nonlinear dynamic system?” In the
fourth specific aim, an integrator-backstepping (IBSC) control methodology is ad-
dressed for the strict-feedback form in the presence of disturbances.
In the fifth and final specific aim, the research applies the proposed theories for
flight path angle control and roll angle control corresponding to the longitudinal and
lateral dynamics of an aircraft in order to improve the performance and stability
capability. Some assumptions on lift will be addressed and the nonlinear longitu-
dinal dynamic model of an aircraft will be restructured in the strict-feedback form
for direct applicability of the proposed control approach. The backstepping control
design framework is then applied and validated for the flight dynamic systems. To
address wind disturbance and model error effects on nonlinear flight dynamics, a
strict-feedback model of the longitudinal dynamics with uncertain parameters and
wind disturbances is formulated and the IBSC-based control strategy is applied to im-
prove the performances and stability of aircraft motion in the presence of parameter
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errors and environment disturbances. Finally, the research applies the BSC/IBSC-
based control strategy for roll angle control of aircraft under the presence of varying
pitching and yawing angles. The proposed control methods are validated in compu-
tational studies using an F-16 aircraft simulation model, and in experimental studies
using a model of the L-59 aircraft dynamics.
1.4 DISSERTATION OUTLINE
In this dissertation, six technical chapters beyond the Introduction (Chapter 1)
are considered. In Chapter 2, a mathematical background is provided on the general
theory of stability and stability in the sense of Lyapunov. Then Lyapunov-based
control design, which plays an important role in control design of nonlinear dynamic
systems, is presented and applied for a specific type of nonlinear affine system. The
concept of robust backstepping control design is also introduced for supporting the
research. Then a formulation of the equations of motion (EOM) of a six degrees of
freedom (DOF) aircraft are provided for later applications.
In Chapter 3, the research investigates how a nonlinear dynamic model can be
transformed into a strict-feedback model form. With the achieved model, the re-
search then provides a methodology of backstepping-based control design for the
model. Then an integrator-backstepping control methodology is addressed for the
strict-feedback form in the presence of system parameter errors or external environ-
ment disturbances by introducing an integral term in the control law. Advantages
and disadvantages of the proposed theory are discussed here.
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In Chapter 4, the model conversion to strict-feedback form and control design us-
ing the backstepping framework for a model of aircraft longitudinal dynamics is ad-
dressed. The specific aircraft model used here is a full envelope nonlinear simulation
characterization of the F-16 airframe. Flight path angle control design for aircraft is
studied for investigating and validating the proposed control design methodology in
Chapter 3. Numerical simulations and discussion of the results are made here.
In Chapter 5, an equivalence between the feedback linearization-based design
method and the backstepping-based design approach is investigated for a triangular
affine form of nonlinear dynamic systems. A theorem and proof are provided for
supporting the theoretical equivalence. Both analytical and numerical results for
aircraft flight path angle control are used to validate the equivalence results. Some
discussions and conclusions are also presented here.
In Chapter 6, a strict-feedback form for longitudinal dynamics of the F-16 air-
craft model in the presence of disturbance is provided for investigation. Then, a
systematic procedure is presented for formulating an integrator-backstepping control
law for longitudinal dynamics of the F-16 aircraft model. With the achieved control
law, a block diagram is provided for deeper understanding of the flight path angle
control system architecture. Discussions of simulation results and conclusions are
made here.
In Chapter 7, an introduction of the L-59 aircraft model is provided and then
backstepping-based control design for aircraft roll angle control is presented. Both
the BSC and IBSC formulations are applied to the pure roll motion of the aircraft.
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A gain scheduling strategy is explored to achieve gain selection as a function of per-
formance specifications and measurements. By doing so, the gains are able to adapt
to varying environments based on the measurements in order to minimize control
power usage and achieve the desired conditions. Finally, simulation and indoor ex-
perimental studies for a scaled model of the L-59 aircraft dynamics are presented
here, followed by discussion of the results.
In Chapter 8, conclusions are made by summarizing and analyzing the proposed
approaches, the specific research results, and the overall achievement of the disserta-
tion work. Discussions regarding applicability and limitations in actual implementa-
tion settings are offered, and then future research directions are addressed to improve
the applicability and precision of the investigated nonlinear control methodology.
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CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH FOUNDATION
This chapter is divided into two parts. In the first part, a mathematical basis is
provided for dynamic system models, stability concepts, and control logic providing
stable behavior. This basis helps to support the investigated dissertation research.
In the second part, a brief review of aircraft flight dynamics with a focus on the
governing differential equations for symmetric longitudinal motion is then presented.
This review also supports the investigated dissertation research.
2.1 STABILITY AND CONTROL PRINCIPLES
In this section, some definitions, theorems, and examples in References [54], [55]
are introduced to facilitate investigating the stability of a nonlinear system. Then ba-
sic concepts of Lyapunov-based control design from References [8], [21] are presented
to show how a stabilizing control law is systematically formulated for a nonlinear
affine system. Also, some basic concepts of backstepping control design from Refer-
ences [8], [21], [22] are presented and discussed to lay a foundation for the investigated
dissertation research. Some discussions about advantages and disadvantages of these
methods are made here.
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2.1.1 CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
Consider a general state equation for a nonlinear system with state vector x as
x˙ = f(x, t) (2.1)
where f ∈ Rn, t is scalar forward time or t ∈ R+, and x ∈ Rn with initial condition
x(t0) = x0.
Definition 2.1. (Equilibrium State)
A state xe is called an equilibrium state of the system (2.1) if f(xe, t) = 0, ∀ t > t0.
Definition 2.2. (Stable Equilibrium State)
An equilibrium state xe of the system (2.1) is said to be stable if, for each ε(t0) > 0
and t0 ∈ R+, there exists a δ(ε, t0) > 0 such that ‖x0 − xe‖ ≤ δ(ε, t0), ∀t0 =⇒
‖x(t;x0, t0)− xe‖ ≤ ε(t0), ∀ t ≥ t0.
Figure 2.1 shows the basic concept of the stable equilibrium state definition. If
the equilibrium state xe is stable, then the time propagated state trajectory arising
from any initial state x0 that lies within a closed neighborhood with δ radius around
xe remains within a closed neighborhood with ε radius around xe.
Definition 2.3. (Asymptotically Stable Equilibrium State)
An equilibrium state xe of the system (2.1) is said to be asymptotically stable if it is
stable in the sense of Lyapunov and x(t;x0, t0) −→ xe as t increases infinitely.
The definition of the stability in the sense of Lyapunov is discussed in the next
section.
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Figure 2.1: Stable Equilibrium State
Definition 2.4. (Lie Derivative)
Let function V (x) : Rn 7−→ R be continuously differentiable with respect to its argu-
ments, then the Lie derivative of V (x) with respect to a function f(x) is denoted as
LfV (x) and is defined by
 LfV (x) =
∂V (x)
∂x
f(x) (2.2)
Definition 2.5. (Class K)
A function φ(‖x‖) : R+ 7−→ R+ is of class K if
i) φ(0) = 0,
ii) φ(‖x‖) > 0, ∀ ‖x‖ > 0, and
iii) φ(‖x‖) is strictly monotonically increasing and continuous with ‖x‖.
Definition 2.6. (Positive Definite Function)
Function V (x, t) : Rn × R+ 7−→ R is said to be a positive definite (PD) function if
there exists a class K function φ(‖x‖) such that
V (x, t) ≥ φ(‖x‖), ∀ x ∈ Rn (2.3)
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Example 2.1. Consider a function V (x) with x = [x1 x2]
T ∈ R2 indicated below.
V (x1, x2) = x
2
1 + x
2
2
The function V (x1, x2) satisfies the conditions of a class K function in terms of
Definition 2.5. Thus, V (x1, x2) is a class K function. Also, there exists a function
φ(‖x‖) of class K, specifically φ(‖x‖) = 1
2
(x21+x
2
2), such that V (x, t) ≥ φ(‖x‖), ∀ x ∈
R2. So, V (x1, x2) is a PD function in terms of Definition 2.6.
Definition 2.7. (Decrescent Function)
Function V (x, t) : Rn × R+ 7−→ R is called a decrescent function if there exists a
class K function φ(‖x‖) such that
V (x, t) ≤ φ(‖x‖), ∀ x ∈ Rn (2.4)
Example 2.2. Consider a function V (x) with x = [x1 x2]
T ∈ R2 from Example 2.1
indicated below.
V (x1, x2) = x
2
1 + x
2
2
There exists a function φ(‖x‖) of class K, specifically φ(‖x‖) = 2(x21 + x22) such that
V (x, t) ≤ φ(‖x‖), ∀ x ∈ R2. So, V (x1, x2) is a decrescent function in terms of
Definition 2.7.
2.1.2 STABILITY IN THE SENSE OF LYAPUNOV
For linear dynamic systems, the Nyquist stability criterion, Routh’s stability cri-
terion, and the first method of Lyapunov (indirect method of Lyapunov) are used
for analyzing the stability of the system. For nonlinear dynamic systems, the second
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method of Lyapunov (direct method of Lyapunov) is used for analyzing stability of
the system without requiring a solution to the differential equations. To be more
precise, this method analyzes the stability of the equilibrium solution of the nonlin-
ear system. The idea behind the method is from the fact that a vibratory system
is stable if the total energy (a positive definite function) is continuously decreasing
(which means that the time derivative of the total energy must be negatively definite)
until an equilibrium state is reached. In this section, some definitions, theorems, and
examples are provided to introduce stability in the sense of Lyapunov. The theoret-
ical basis presented in this section is used to assist in Lyapunov-based control design
of nonlinear dynamic systems.
Definition 2.8. (Lyapunov Function)
Function V (x, t) : Rn × R+ 7−→ R is said to be a Lyapunov function with respect to
the system (2.1) if the Lie derivative of V (x, t) with respect to f(x, t) satisfies the
condition
V˙ (x, t) ≤ 0, ∀ x ∈ Rn, ∀ t ≥ t0 (2.5)
Definition 2.9. (Stability in the Sense of Lyapunov)
Let Sδ={x0 : ‖x0 − xe‖ ≤ δ(ε, t0), ∀t0},Φ(t;x0, t0) be a solution of the equation (2.1),
and Sε={Φ(t;x0, t0) : ‖Φ(t;x0, t0)− xe‖ ≤ ε(t0), ∀ t ≥ t0}. An equilibrium state xe
of the system (2.1) is said to be stable in the sense of Lyapunov if, for each Sε ,
there exists a Sδ such that trajectories starting in Sδ do not leave Sε as t increases
infinitely.
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Definition 2.10. (Lyapunov Asymptotic Stability)
An equilibrium state xe of the system (2.1) is said to be asymptotically stable in
the sense of Lyapunov if it is stable in the sense of Lyapunov and if every solution
starting within Sδ converges, without leaving Sδ, to xe as t increases infinitely.
Theorem 2.1. (Stability in the Sense of Lyapunov )
An equilibrium state xe of the system (2.1) is stable in the sense of Lyapunov if there
exists a function V (x, t) : Rn × R+ 7−→ R such that V (x, t) is a positive definite,
decrescent, and Lyapunov function.
Theorem 2.2. (Lyapunov Asymptotic Stability)
An equilibrium state xe of the system (2.1) is asymptotically stable in the sense of
Lyapunov if there exists a function V (x, t) : Rn ×R+ 7−→ R such that
i) V (x, t) is a positive definite, decrescent, and Lyapunov function, and
ii) The Lie derivative of V (x, t) is negatively definite.
Example 2.3. Consider a nonlinear system indicated below
x˙ = −g(x), x ∈ [0,+∞) (2.6)
and assume that g(0) = 0 and g(x) > 0, ∀ x ∈ (0,+∞). Choose a V (x) function as
V (x) =
∫ x
0
g(y)dy (2.7)
It is easy to determine that the chosen function is a positive definite, decrescent, and
Lyapunov function. Taking the time derivative of both sides of function (2.7) and
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using the system (2.6), note that
V˙ (x) =
∂V (x)
∂x
(−g(x)) = −g2(x) < 0 ∀ x ∈ (0,+∞) (2.8)
The Lie derivative of the Lyapunov function in equation (2.8) results in a negatively
definite function with every nonzero x. Thus, the origin equilibrium of the system
(2.6) is asymptotically stable based on Theorem 2.2.
The second method of Lyapunov plays an important role in analyzing and de-
signing for stability of nonlinear dynamic systems without solving the solution of
differential equations. Based on the theory, several methods of analysis and de-
sign for nonlinear control systems have been developed such as backstepping control,
adaptive control, robust control, and sliding mode control. Those methods have pro-
vided many important contributions in analysis and design of nonlinear engineering
systems.
In general, the selection of the Lyapunov function in which its derivative along
with the dynamic equations is negatively definite is not always successful, especially
for complex dynamic systems. However, several methods such as the Lyapunov
equation synthesis method, variable gradient algorithm, and Kravoskiis generalized
method are able to find the Lyapunov function for linear systems, and a specific class
of nonlinear systems. On the other hand, some approaches for nonlinear control de-
sign are proposed in which a Lyapunov function for the system is chosen arbitrarily
and a control law is derived such that the time derivative of the Lyapunov function is
negatively definite. The achieved control law then provides asymptotic stability. In
the next section, the use of Lyapunov stability for developing the methods of control
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analysis and design for an affine form of nonlinear dynamic systems is considered.
2.1.3 LYAPUNOV-BASED CONTROL DESIGN
This section provides a fundamental tool for the control design of nonlinear dy-
namic systems with an affine form. Control design within the context of integrator-
backstepping in References [8], [41] is used to present the process for achieving a
stabilizing control law by using the Lyapunov stability theorem in Section 2.1.2.
Consider a special nonlinear system from References [8], [56] indicated below
z˙ = f(z) + g(z)ξ
ξ˙ = u
(2.9)
where [zT , ξ]T is the state vector and u ∈ R is the input. The functions f(z) and
g(z) are smooth and known. Assumes that f(0) = 0. This system can be viewed as
a cascade connection of two components where the first component is an integrator
and the second component is an affine nonlinear system, as shown in Figure 2.2. The
goal of the control design is to formulate a state feedback control law to stabilize the
system (2.9) at the origin (z = 0, ξ = 0). The following discussion provides two steps
for formulating the state feedback controller.
Figure 2.2: System without Control
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Step 1.
Suppose that the first equation of system (2.9) can be asymptotically stabilized
at the origin with a virtual control law ξ = φ(z) with φ(0) = 0. This condition
corresponds to the existence of a Lyapunov function V1(z) as in Theorem 2.2 such
that
V˙1(z) =
∂V1(z)
∂z
[f(z) + g(z)φ(z)] ≤ −W (z) < 0 (2.10)
where W (z) is a positive definite function. If the Lyapunov function V1(z) and the
W (z) function are specified, then a virtual control law φ(z) can be determined by
satisfying the inequality in equation (2.11) indicated below.
∂V1(z)
∂z
[f(z) + g(z)φ(z)] ≤ −W (z) (2.11)
Step 2.
A change of state is introduced as
y = ξ − φ(z) (2.12)
which transforms system (2.9) to the (z, y) coordinate system as
z˙ = f(z) + g(z)φ(z) + g(z)y
y˙ = u− φ˙(z, y)
(2.13)
where φ˙(z, y) = ∂φ
∂z
[f(z) + g(z)(y + φ(z))] and Figure 2.3 shows the system (2.13) in
the (z, y) coordinate system. This changing of variable is often called backstepping
since it backsteps the control −φ(z) through the integrator. Since f(z), g(z) and
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Figure 2.3: Backstepping Control through Integrator
φ(z) are known, the derivative of the virtual controller φ(z) can be written as
v = u− φ˙(z, y) (2.14)
The new system (2.13) is re-written as
z˙ = f(z) + g(z)φ(z) + g(z)y
y˙ = v
(2.15)
which has the same form as the system (2.9) with the exception that the first system
is asymptotically stable at the origin. This modular property of backstepping will
be exploited to stabilize the overall system.
For the system (2.15), there exists a Lyapunov function V2(z, y) such that when
the control law v is applied, its time derivative becomes negatively definite. The
function is chosen as
V2(z, y) = V1(z) +
1
2
y2 (2.16)
Differentiating equation (2.16) on both sides in time and combining with the system
(2.15) result in
V˙2(z, y) =
∂V1(z)
∂z
(f(z) + g(z)φ(z)) +
∂V1(z)
∂z
g(z)y + yv (2.17)
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Substituting the inequality in equation (2.11) into equation (2.17) results in
V˙2(z, y) ≤ −W (z) + y(∂V1(z)
∂z
g(z) + v) (2.18)
To meet the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theorem
2.2 for equation (2.18), a control law v can be chosen such that
−ky = ∂V1(z)
∂z
g(z) + v
⇒ v = −∂V1(z)
∂z
g(z)− ky
(2.19)
where k is a positive gain. By doing so, the required sign condition on V˙2(z, y) is
achieved or
V˙2(z, y) ≤ −W (z)− ky2 < 0 ∀ z, y 6= 0 (2.20)
which implies the origin (z, y) = (0, 0) is asymptotically stable. Since φ(0) = 0, this
implies that the origin z = 0 and ξ = 0 is also asymptotically stable. Substituting
equation (2.19) and φ˙(z, y) into equation (2.14) results in
u = −∂V1(z)
∂z
g(z)− ky + ∂φ
∂z
[f(z) + g(z)(y + φ(z))] (2.21)
Returning equation (2.21) to the original states (z, ξ) by substituting equation (2.12)
into equation (2.21) result in
u =
∂φ
∂z
[f(z) + g(z)ξ]− ∂V1(z)
∂z
g(z)− k[ξ − φ(z)] (2.22)
where k is a positive gain.
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2.1.4 DISCUSSION
The Lyapunov-based design provides an important tool for analysis and design
of nonlinear control systems. The Lyapunov design provides a basis for which many
control design methods for nonlinear dynamic systems have been developed in recent
years. From the flexibility of using the Lyapunov function and selection of virtual
control laws, Lyapunov-based design is able to be used to estimate uncertain pa-
rameters or improve performance by adding new parameters as shown in Chapter 6.
Also, robust stability properties can be guaranteed with proper selection of the gains.
However, the backstepping procedure as has been discussed so far has a number of
drawbacks. The first is a tedious analytic calculation of the virtual control derivatives
and, therefore, the achieved control law is usually very complex, especially for large
systems. Further, in many cases, the control signal must be computed by solving a
nonlinear algebraic equation at each compute cycle. The second is that the procedure
can only handle systems that can be expressed in certain specific forms of nonlinear
systems such as strict-feedback form, or affine systems. The third drawback of the
backstepping-based design is that parameters of the dynamic system model must be
known precisely to get good performance.
2.2 AIRCRAFT MOTION EQUATIONS
In this section, some concepts regarding aircraft and related background are intro-
duced to assist in formulating the scalar equations of motion of aircraft as described
in References [57], [58], [59], [60]. After this introduction, the scalar motion equations
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of aircraft are achieved by using Newton’s second law. In the final section, a math-
ematical model of aircraft longitudinal dynamics will be provided for investigating
flight path control design of aircraft in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6.
2.2.1 SOME CONCEPTS
Several concepts are provided for the derivation of the equations of motion (EOM)
of six degree of freedom (DOF) aircraft in Reference [57].
Body Axis System
The body axis system (xB, yB, zB) in Figure 2.4 is fixed to the aircraft with its
origin at the aircraft’s center of mass (cm). The xB axis is positive out the nose of the
aircraft in the plane of symmetry of the aircraft, the zB axis is perpendicular to the
xB axis, in the plane of symmetry of the aircraft, positive below the aircraft, and the
yB axis is perpendicular to the xBzB-plane, positive determined by the right-hand
rule (generally, positive out the right wing).
Figure 2.4: Body Axis System
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Earth Axis System
Figure 2.5 shows the Earth axis system (xE, yE, zE) or inertial axis system. This
system is assumed to be an inertial axis system fixed to the Earth with the the xE
axis being positive in the direction of north, the yE axis being positive in the direction
of east, and the zE axis being positive towards the center of the Earth.
Figure 2.5: Earth Axis System
Wind Axis System
Figure 2.6 represents the wind axis system (xW , yW , zW ) that is defined with
respect to the relative wind. The xW axis is positive in the direction of the velocity
vector of the aircraft relative to the air. The zW axis is perpendicular to the xW axis
in the plane of symmetry of the aircraft, positive below the aircraft, and the yW axis
is perpendicular to the xW zW -plane and positive determined by the right-hand rule
(generally, positive to the right). When sideslip angle β is zero, then the wind axis
system becomes the stability axis system.
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Figure 2.6: Wind Axis System
2.2.2 SCALAR EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Figure 2.7 represents velocity components with respect to a body axis system. The
components U, V,W are inertial velocities of the aircraft mass center along the body
xB, yB, zB axes respectively. Variables P,Q,R are inertial angular velocity compo-
nents along the body xB, yB, zB axes respectively. Figure 2.8 represents components
of propulsive forces and moments, gravitational forces, and aerodynamic forces and
moments with respect to the body axis system. The gx, gy, gz components are grav-
itational acceleration along the body xB, yB, zB axes respectively, the FAx , FAy , FAz
components are aerodynamic forces along the body xB, yB, zB axes respectively, the
FPx , FPy , FPz components are propulsive forces along the body xB, yB, zB axes re-
spectively, the LA,MA, NA components are aerodynamic moments about the body
xB, yB, zB axes respectively, and the LT ,MT , NT components are propulsive moments
about the body xB, yB, zB axis, respectively.
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Figure 2.7: Velocity Components of Aircraft
Figure 2.8: Force and Moment Components on Aircraft
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For derivation of motion equations of six DOF aircraft, assume that the aircraft
is a rigid body, with a constant mass, and with inertia symmetry. By using Newton’s
second law with respect to the inertial axis system and coordinate transformations
between axis systems, the equations of motion of six DOF aircraft in References [57],
[58] can be represented in the body axis system as
Force Equations
mgx + FAx + FPx = m(U˙ +QW −RV )
mgy + FAy + FPy = m(V˙ +RU − PW )
mgz + FAz + FPz = m(W˙ + PV −QU)
(2.23)
Moment Equations
LA + LT = IxxP˙ − IzxR˙ + (Izz − Iyy)QR− IzxPQ
MA +MT = IyyQ˙+ (Ixx − Izz)RP + Izx(P 2 −R2)
NA +NT = IzzR˙− IzxP˙ + (Iyy − Ixx)PQ+ IzxQR
(2.24)
where m is total mass of aircraft, Ixx, Iyy, Izz are moments of inertia about the cm for
body xB, yB, zB axes respectively, and Izx is the product of inertia about the mass
center for body xB and zB axes.
By combining these relations with the six kinematic equations, the EOMs of a
six DOF aircraft consists of twelve nonlinear, coupled ordinary differential equations.
For purposes of the study of flight dynamics, the three force equations in equation
(2.23) and three moment equations in equation (2.24) are usually used for analysis
and design.
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2.2.3 LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS
For the convenience of study of aircraft dynamics, the six aircraft equations in
equations (2.23)-(2.24) can be decoupled into two sets of three equations. There are
three longitudinal EOMs and three lateral-directional EOMs. One way of thinking
of the longitudinal EOMs is to picture an aircraft with its xz plane coincident with
an xz plane fixed in space and thus longitudinal motions would only occur within
the xz plane.
Assuming that an aircraft is in wings-level flight with no sideslip or no lateral-
direction motion, the pitching motion can be analyzed using only the longitudinal
EOMs for an aircraft. With these assumptions, the nonlinear longitudinal dynamics
of the aircraft can be written in the body frame in Reference [58] as
m(U˙ +QW ) = mgx + FAx + FPx
IyyQ˙ = MA +MT
m(W˙ −QU) = mgz + FAz + FPz
(2.25)
For convenience of control analysis and design, the components in the body axes
are re-represented in the wind frame by an axis system transformation. By doing
so, the mathematical model of the nonlinear longitudinal dynamics can be written
in the stability axis system (wind axis system under longitudinal motion), as shown
in Reference [61].
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V˙T =
1
m
(−D + FT cosα−mgsinγ)
α˙ = q − 1
mVT
(L+ FT sinα−mgcosγ)
θ˙ = q
q˙ =
1
Iy
(M + FT zTF )
(2.26)
Variables and parameters appearing in equation (2.26) include VT : aircraft total
velocity, m: total mass of aircraft, L(α, VT , q): lift force, D(α, VT , q): drag force,
M(α, q, δE, VT ): pitch moment, FT (δth): thrust force, γ: flight path angle, α: angle
of attack, θ: pitch angle, q = Q: pitch rate, δE: elevator, δth: throttle, Iy = Iyy:
inertial moment about the aircraft y axis, zTF : thrust point offset, g: gravity.
The model of nonlinear longitudinal dynamics in equation (2.26) is used for con-
trol analysis and design later in this dissertation. A numerical data set consistent
with these dynamics for an F-16 aircraft model in which data are derived from low-
speed static and dynamic wind-tunnel tests at the NASA Langley Research Center
in Reference [62] is available for the control analysis and design research.
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CHAPTER 3
BACKSTEPPING CONTROL FOR STRICT-FEEDBACK
SYSTEMS
The first objective of this chapter is to study the necessary conditions in which
SISO nonlinear dynamic models are able to be transformed into SISO strict-feedback
systems. The research considers a process to determine when this transformation is
possible, and when it is possible, a systematic process to transfer the model is also
considered. Secondly, the research concentrates on providing a backstepping control
design for the SISO strict-feedback system. Starting with the simplest subsystem
and ending with the full system, pseudo control concepts based on Lyapunov control
functions are used to control each successive subsystem. At the end of this process,
the system control input must be re-expressed in terms of the physical states by
eliminating the pseudo control transformations. Finally, an integrator-backstepping
control methodology is addressed for the SISO strict-feedback form in the presence
of disturbances and discussions on the methods are made here.
3.1 STRICT-FEEDBACK SYSTEMS
Strict-feedback form is an attractive mathematical model structure useful for
analysis and design of nonlinear dynamic systems. Although not completely ap-
plicable, many engineering systems may be expressed in the strict-feedback form.
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Nonlinear dynamic systems may be written in strict-feedback form using two ap-
proaches. In the first, a nonlinear dynamic system may be written indirectly as a
strict-feedback system by using assumptions for simplifying the system. However,
the analysis and design of the simplified model sometimes leads to inaccurate results
compared to the true model. Thus, the second direct approach thereby allowing a
nonlinear dynamic system to be written as a strict-feedback system is achieved by
using transformations and feedbacks. In this approach, the design model matches
more closely to the physical system behavior, although the new coordinates may be
more difficult to interpret. The question arises for which condition a nonlinear dy-
namic model is able or not able to be transformed into a strict-feedback system. In
this section, the research will investigate and provide a mathematical basis on how a
SISO nonlinear dynamic model can be transformed into a strict-feedback model. If
an original nonlinear dynamic system cannot be transformed into a strict-feedback
form by either approach, the conditions on the combined use of a simplified model
with stronger assumptions and transformations are suggested. Firstly, the research
provides conditions in which a SISO nonlinear dynamic system can be transformed
into a SISO affine system. Secondly, the research is extended to the conditions in
which an affine system can be transformed into normal form equations, which allows
an affine system to be transformed into a strict-feedback form.
Consider a general SISO nonlinear dynamic system as
x˙ = f(x, u)
y = h(x)
(3.1)
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where x ∈ Rn is the vector of state variables, f(x) denotes an n-dimensional vector-
valued function, h(x) is a single-valued function, u ∈ R is the control input, and
y ∈ R is the output. The desired objective is to find out in which condition the
system (3.1) can be transformed into a system with a structure given by
x˙1 = f1(x1, x2)
x˙2 = f2(x1, x2, x3)
...
x˙n−1 = fn−1(x1, x2, x3, ..., xn−1, xn)
x˙n = fn(x1, x2, x3, ..., xn−1, xn, u)
y = h(x1, x2, ...., xn)
(3.2)
where xi (i = 1, 2, ..., n) ∈ R are state variables, fi(x) (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n) are single-
valued functions, u ∈ R is the control input, and y ∈ R is the output. Assume that
the functions fi (i = 1, 2, ..., n) are continuous and differentiable with respect to the
argument variables, and the variables x2, x3, ..., xn, u in equation (3.2) are solvable
explicitly in terms of the other variables in f1, f2, f3, ..., fn−1, fn, respectively. If
system (3.1) satisfies the above requirements, then system (3.2) is called a strict-
feedback form of the nonlinear dynamic system.
Through investigation, it is found out that the system (3.1) can be transformed
into a system with strict-feedback structure by two steps: 1) state transformations of
the system (3.1) into an affine system, and 2) coordinate transformation and feedback
selection of the achieved affine system to obtain the strict-feedback form. The first
step can always be implemented as in Reference [15] if the function f(x, u) has a
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linear term of the control input but, if not, an alternative implementation using the
new state vector ξ = [x u]T with new state equation u˙ = v where v is the new input
and u is considered as a state variable can be achieved. By doing so, system (3.1)
can be re-written as an affine form in the new state coordinates and with the new
input from References [8], [15], [63]. Thus, the research is centered on how an affine
system can be transformed into a strict-feedback form by providing a theorem and
proof for clarity.
Consider a nth order SISO affine form of the nonlinear dynamic system as
x˙ = f(x) + g(x)u
y = h(x)
(3.3)
where x ∈ Rn, f(x) and g(x) are n-dimensional vector-valued functions, u ∈ R is the
control input, and y ∈ R is the output.
Definition 3.1. (Relative Degree)
A SISO affine nonlinear system (f, g, h) in equation (3.3) is said to have relative
degree r at x0 if LgL
k
fh(x) = 0 ∀ x ∈ U0, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , r−2 and LgL(r−1)f h(x0) 6= 0,
where U0 denotes a set of neighborhood points of x0.
The following development provides a theorem and proof regarding the situation
in which a SISO affine system (3.3) can be transformed into a controllable linear
strict-feedback form via coordinate transformations and state feedback. The proof of
the theorem emphasizes a third order SISO affine system but a general order system
(3.3) can be extended similarly.
Theorem 3.1. (Controllable Linear Strict-Feedback Form)
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If the SISO affine nonlinear system (f, g, h) in equation (3.3) has a full relative degree
r = n at equilibrium x0, then local coordinate transformations
zi = (−1)i−1Li−2f h(x) + Li−1f h(x) (i = 1, 2, ..., n)
where
L−1f h(x) = 0, L
0
fh(x) = h(x)
(3.4)
and state feedback with a new input v
u =
v − Lnfh(x)
LgL
n−1
f h(x)
(3.5)
transform the system (3.3) into a controllable linear strict-feedback form as
z˙ =

nz 1 0 0 ... 0 0
nz nz 1 0 ... 0 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
nz nz nz nz ... nz 1
nz nz nz nz ... nz nz

z +

0
0
...
0
1

v
y =
(
1 0 . . . 0 0
)
z
(3.6)
where z ∈ Rn, and nz denotes a nonzero value.
Proof. (Proof for a Third Order SISO Affine System)
Local coordinate transformations in equation (3.4) for a third order SISO affine
system are written as
z1 = h(x)
z2 = −h(x) + Lfh(x)
z3 = Lfh(x) + L
2
fh(x)
(3.7)
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Also, state feedback with the new input v in equation (3.5) for a third order SISO
affine system is
u =
v − L3fh(x)
LgL2fh(x)
(3.8)
The following development provides proof that the coordinate transformations
(3.7) and state feedback with new input v in equation (3.8) can transform a third
order SISO affine system into a controllable linear strict-feedback form in equation
(3.6) with n = 3.
Taking the Lie derivative in time of the first coordinate z1 of equation (3.7) results
in
z˙1 = Lfh(x) + Lgh(x)u (3.9)
Using the assumption of a relative degree r = 3 or LgL
k
fh(x) = 0, ∀ k < 2 in terms
of Definition 3.1 achieves as
z˙1 = Lfh(x) = z2 + z1 ≡ fˆ(z1, z2) (3.10)
Taking the Lie derivative in time of the second coordinate z2 of equation (3.7) results
in
z˙2 = −Lfh(x)− Lgh(x)u+ L2fh(x) + LgLfh(x)u (3.11)
Replacing the terms LgLfh(x) = 0 and Lgh(x) = 0 into equation (3.11) results in
z˙2 = −Lfh(x) + L2fh(x) = z3 − 2(z2 + z1) ≡ fˆ2(z1, z2, z3) (3.12)
Taking the Lie derivative in time of the third coordinate z3 of equation (3.7) results
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in
z˙3 = L
2
fh(x) + LgLfh(x)u+ L
3
fh(x) + LgL
2
fh(x)u (3.13)
Replacing the terms LgLfh(x) = 0 and the state feedback with new input in equation
(3.8) into equation (3.13) results in
z˙3 = L
2
fh(x) + v = z3 − (z2 + z1) + v ≡ fˆ3(z1, z2, z3, v) (3.14)
Collecting results from equations (3.10), (3.12), and (3.14), the new model in z1, z2, z3
coordinates is re-written as
z˙ =

nz 1 0
nz nz 1
nz nz nz
 z +

0
0
1
 v
y =
(
1 0 0
)
z
(3.15)
or
z˙1 = fˆ(z1, z2)
z˙2 = fˆ2(z1, z2, z3)
z˙3 = fˆ3(z1, z2, z3, v)
(3.16)
By state transformations in equation (3.7) and a feedback selection in equation
(3.8), the third order SISO affine nonlinear system (f, g, h) represented in equation
(3.3) can be transformed to achieve a controllable linear strict-feedback form (3.15)
or (3.16), a specific form of strict-feedback systems, as shown in equation (3.2) with
n = 3, h(x) = x1. Looking at the system (3.15) or (3.16), the controllability matrix
of the achieved linear dynamic system is with full rank. Thus, the system in new
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coordinates can be written in the controllable linear strict-feedback form (3.6) by
coordinate transformations and state feedback with new input.
3.2 BACKSTEPPING CONTROL FORMULATION
This section presents a portion of Reference [64] developed by the author in which
a systematic procedure is presented for formulating the backstepping control (BSC)
law for the strict-feedback form of nonlinear dynamic systems and then a backstep-
ping control algorithm is proposed. Analysis and design is implemented to show that
the performance specifications and stability of the system are achieved with high
reliability. The research starts with the concept where backstepping design is seen
as a recursive design process which breaks a design problem on the full system down
to a sequence of sub-problems on lower order systems. Considering each lower order
system with a Lyapunov function and paying attention to the interaction between
two subsystems makes the process modular and easy to design the stabilizing con-
troller. A third order SISO strict-feedback system is addressed for formulating the
stabilizing control law but a general form of nth order can be extended similarly.
Consider a third order SISO strict-feedback form of a nonlinear dynamic system
as
x˙1 = f1(x1, x2)
x˙2 = f2(x1, x2, x3)
x˙3 = f3(x1, x2, x3, u)
(3.17)
where x ∈ R3 is the vector of state variables, f(x) is a three-dimensional vector of
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scalar-valued functions, and u ∈ R is the scalar control input.
Assume that the function fi (i = 1, 2, 3) is continuous and differentiable with
respect to the variables and the variables x2, x3, u in equation (3.17) are solvable
explicitly in terms of the other variables in the first, second, and third equations,
respectively. The objective is to design a control law for the strict-feedback form of
the nonlinear dynamic system (3.17) such that the output y = h(x) = x1 −→ xref
asymptotically where xref is a constant, and global asymptotic stability is achieved
with zero or acceptably small overshoot in the system response.
The backstepping control law for the strict-feedback structure is formulated by
dividing the whole system into n subsystems such that the ith subsystem consists of
the (i− 1)th subsystem plus an extra state and the nth subsystem is the original nth
order system via coordinate transformations and state feedbacks. By consecutively
applying the coordinate transformation and choosing a feedback law via the control
Lyapunov function for each subsystem from the lowest to highest order and re-writing
the feedback law in the original coordinates, the resulting controllers make the orig-
inal deficient system a well-tracking and asymptotically globally stable system. The
following steps are used for formulating the BSC law for the system (3.17).
Step 1.
The x2 variable is regarded as a control input of the first relation in equation
(3.17) which is considered as the first subsystem. Thus, x2 is chosen to make the
first subsystem globally asymptotically stable. The chosen function is called a virtual
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control law. By introducing ξ1 (an error signal) as
ξ1 = x1 − xref (3.18)
and by differentiating both sides of equation (3.18) in time and combining with the
first subsystem of equation (3.17),
ξ˙1 = x˙1 = f1(ξ1 + xref , x2) (3.19)
For the system (3.19), a CLF can be chosen such that when the virtual control law
is applied, its time derivative becomes negatively definite. The function is chosen as
V1(ξ1) =
1
2
ξ1
2 (3.20)
By taking the derivative in time of equation (3.20) and combining with equation
(3.19), one finds the result
V˙1(ξ1) = ξ1ξ˙1 = ξ1f1(ξ1 + xref , x2) (3.21)
By satisfying the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theo-
rem 2.2 for equation (3.21), a virtual control law denoted as α1 for x2 can be chosen
as
−c1ξ1 = f1(ξ1 + xref , x2)
⇒ x2 ≡ α1(c1, x1, xref )
(3.22)
where c1 is a positive gain. By doing so, the CLF derivative is negatively definite, or
V˙1(ξ1) = ξ1ξ˙1 = −c1ξ21 < 0 ∀ ξ1 6= 0 (3.23)
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Step 2.
By choosing the state feedback in equation (3.22) and a change of coordinate
indicated below
ξ2 = x2 − α1(c1, x1, xref ) (3.24)
the second subsystem can be re-written as follows
ξ˙1 = −c1ξ1
ξ˙2 = f2(ξ1 + xref , ξ2 + α1, x3)− α˙1
(3.25)
A CLF V2(ξ1, ξ2) can be chosen such that it makes the subsystem in equation (3.25)
asymptotically stable with the virtual control law, i.e.
V2(ξ1, ξ2) = V1(ξ1) +
1
2
ξ22 (3.26)
By taking the derivative in time of equation (3.26) and combining with equation
(3.25), one finds the result
V˙2(ξ1, ξ2) = −c1ξ21 + ξ2{f2(ξ1 + xref , ξ2 + α1, x3)− α˙1} (3.27)
To meet the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theorem
2.2 for equation (3.27), a virtual control law denoted as α2 for x3 can be chosen such
that
−c2ξ2 = f2(ξ1 + xref , ξ2 + α1, x3)− α˙1
⇒ x3 ≡ α2(c1, c2, x1, x2, xref )
(3.28)
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where c2 is a positive gain. By doing so, the CLF derivative is again negatively
definite, or
V˙2(ξ1, ξ2) = −c1ξ21 − c2ξ22 < 0 ∀ ξ1, ξ2 6= 0 (3.29)
Step 3.
By choosing the state feedbacks in equation (3.22) and equation (3.28), a change
of coordinate as in equation (3.18) and equation (3.24), and the transformation below
ξ3 = x3 − α2(c1, c2, x1, x2, xref ) (3.30)
the third subsystem can be re-written as follows
ξ˙1 = −c1ξ1
ξ˙2 = −c2ξ2
ξ˙3 = f3(ξ1 + xref , ξ2 + α1, ξ3 + α2, u)− α˙2
(3.31)
A CLF V3(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) can be chosen such that it makes the system in equation (3.31)
asymptotically stable with the associated control law. The CLF function is
V3(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = V2(ξ1, ξ2) +
1
2
ξ23 (3.32)
Taking the time derivative of equation (3.32) and combining with equation (3.31)
results in
V˙3(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = −c1ξ21 − c2ξ22 + ξ3{f3(ξ1 + xref , ξ2 + α1, ξ3 + α2, u)− α˙2} (3.33)
To meet the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theorem 2.2
for equation (3.33), a control law u called the backstepping controller can be chosen
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such that
−c3ξ3 = f3(ξ1 + xref , ξ2 + α1, ξ3 + α2, u)− α˙2
⇒ u ≡ α3(c1, c2, c3, x1, x2, x3, xref )
(3.34)
where c3 is a positive gain. By doing so, the required sign condition on V˙3(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)
is achieved.
V˙3(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = −c1ξ21 − c2ξ22 − c3ξ23 < 0 ∀ ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 6= 0 (3.35)
Thus, there exists a CLF in equation (3.32), state feedback laws in equations
(3.22), (3.28) and (3.34), and a change of state transformations in equations (3.18),
(3.24) and (3.30), such that the system (3.17) is transformed into the following form.
ξ˙1 = −c1ξ1
ξ˙2 = −c2ξ2
ξ˙3 = −c3ξ3
(3.36)
By looking at the system in equation (3.36), it is clear that the input-output
decoupling problem for the nonlinear system (3.17) can be obtained by coordinate
transformations and a feedback control law and it is also easy to figure out that the
system (3.36) is asymptotically globally stable and converges to zero with positive
gains and the response of the system has no overshoot. The desired settling time
and rise time of the system are obtained by gain selection. Thus, the stability and
performance specifications on the system (3.17) are achieved with the proposed BSC
law. Figure 3.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed backstepping control logic
for the third order strict-feedback structure of nonlinear dynamic systems.
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Figure 3.1: BSC Law for Third Order Generalized Strict-Feedback System
In order to implement the block diagram of the proposed control law, assume
that the variable states x1, x2, x3 used for state feedbacks can be obtained from the
sensor systems. From the input command, a virtual control law α1 is applied to
achieve the performance specifications of the first subsystem. The output of control
law α1 is considered as a command for the second subsystem and a second virtual
control law α2 is created to achieve desired command α1. The output of control law
α2 is considered as a command for the complete system (third subsystem) and a
real control input u, obtained from the control law α3, is applied to achieve desired
command α2. By doing so, the real control input u makes the output x1 track the
command xref asymptotically.
3.3 INTEGRATOR-BACKSTEPPING CONTROL FORMULATION
This section investigates an integrator-backstepping control (IBSC) methodology
for a strict-feedback form of nonlinear dynamic systems in the presence of model
parameter errors. A systematic procedure is addressed firstly for formulating the
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IBSC law for the strict-feedback model. Formulation starts with a definition of
modified tracking error by adding an integral term to the normal tracking error,
and then a recursive sequence of coordinate transformations and Lyapunov function
based feedback selections results in an IBSC law to make the system well-behaved
in tracking and asymptotically stable. A control design algorithm is provided by
the author to improve the stability, command tracking, and robustness of a high-
performance aircraft in the presence of unmodeled dynamics in Reference [65].
Consider a third order SISO strict-feedback model as follows
x˙1 = f1(δˆ, x1, x2)
x˙2 = f2(δˆ, x1, x2, x3)
x˙3 = f3(δˆ, x1, x2, x3, u)
(3.37)
where x ∈ R3, fi(x) (i = 1, 2, 3) are scalar-valued functions of the nonlinear dynam-
ics, u ∈ R is a control input, and δˆ is a vector of known parameters of the model.
The unknown parameters δ in the system are approximated by known constant pa-
rameters δˆ. Assume that system (3.37) has a relative degree r = 3 and the x2, x3, u
variables are solvable explicitly in terms of other variables in the backstepping sub-
systems, respectively.
The objective is to design a control law for the parameterized strict-feedback sys-
tem (3.37) such that the output x1 → xref asymptotically where xref is a constant,
and global asymptotic stability is achieved with zero or acceptably small overshoot
in the system in the presence of the model parameter errors. The following steps are
used for formulating the IBSC law for system (3.37).
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Step 1.
The state variable x2 is regarded as a control input of the first relation in equation
(3.37) which is considered as the first subsystem. Thus, x2 is chosen to make the first
subsystem globally asymptotically stable. The chosen α1 function for x2 is called a
virtual control law. Introduce a modified tracking error ξ1 as
ξ1 = (x1 − xref ) + σ (3.38)
where σ = c0
∫ t
0
e(τ)dτ, e(t) = x1 − xref , and e(t) is defined as the normal tracking
error and c0 is a positive gain. Differentiating both sides of equation (3.38) in time
and combining with the first subsystem of equation (3.37),
ξ˙1 = x˙1 + σ˙ = f1(δˆ, ξ1 + xref − σ, x2) + σ˙ (3.39)
For the system (3.39), a CLF V1(ξ1) in terms of Definition 2.8 can be chosen such
that when the virtual control law is applied, its time derivative becomes negatively
definite. The positive definite function is chosen as
V1(ξ1) =
1
2
ξ1
2 (3.40)
Taking the derivative in time of equation (3.40) and combining with equation (3.39),
one achieves
V˙1(ξ1) = ξ1ξ˙1 = ξ1[f1(δˆ, ξ1 + xref − σ, x2) + σ˙] (3.41)
By satisfying the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theo-
rem 2.2 for equation (3.41), a virtual control law denoted as α1 for x2 can be chosen
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as
−c1ξ1 = f1(δˆ, ξ1 + xref − σ, x2) + σ˙
⇒ x2 ≡ α1(δˆ, c0, c1, x1, xref , σ)
(3.42)
where c1 is the positive gain. By doing so, the CLF derivative is negatively definite.
V˙1(ξ1) = ξ1ξ˙1 = −c1ξ21 < 0 ∀ ξ1 6= 0 (3.43)
Step 2.
By choosing the state feedback in equation (3.42) and a change of coordinate
indicated below
ξ2 = x2 − α1(δˆ, c0, c1, x1, xref , σ) (3.44)
the second subsystem can be re-written as follows
ξ˙1 = −c1ξ1
ξ˙2 = f2(δˆ, ξ1 + xref − σ, ξ2 + α1, x3)− α˙1
(3.45)
where α˙1 is determined as functions of the c0, c1 gains, the x1 state, and xref com-
mand, and known parameters δˆ. The state variable x3 is regarded as a control input
in equation (3.45) and a CLF V2(ξ1, ξ2) can be chosen such that it makes the subsys-
tem in equation (3.45) asymptotically stable with the virtual control law, i.e.,
V2(ξ1, ξ2) = V1(ξ1) +
1
2
ξ22 (3.46)
By taking the derivative in time of equation (3.46) and combining with equation
(3.45), one finds the result
V˙2(ξ1, ξ2) = −c1ξ21 + ξ2{f2(δˆ, ξ1 + xref − σ, ξ2 + α1, x3)− α˙1} (3.47)
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To meet the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theorem
2.2 for equation (3.47), a virtual control law denoted as α2 for x3 can be chosen such
that
−c2ξ2 = f2(δˆ, ξ1 + xref − σ, ξ2 + α1, x3)− α˙1
⇒ x3 ≡ α2(δˆ, c0, c1, c2, x1, x2, xref , σ)
(3.48)
where c2 is a positive gain. By doing so, the CLF derivative is negatively definite.
V˙2(ξ1, ξ2) = −c1ξ21 − c2ξ22 < 0 ∀ ξ1, ξ2 6= 0 (3.49)
Step 3.
By choosing the state feedback in equation (3.42) and equation (3.48), and a
change of coordinate as in equation (3.38) and equation (3.44), and the transforma-
tion below
ξ3 = x3 − α2(δˆ, c0, c1, c2, x1, x2, xref , σ) (3.50)
the final subsystem (complete system) can be re-written as follows
ξ˙1 = −c1ξ1
ξ˙2 = −c2ξ2
ξ˙3 = f3(δˆ, ξ1 + xref − σ, ξ2 + α1, ξ3 + α2, u)− α˙2
(3.51)
where α˙2 is determined as functions of the c0, c1, c2 gains, the x1, x2 states, xref
command, and known parameters δˆ. A CLF V3(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) in terms of Definition 2.8
can be chosen such that it makes the system in equation (3.51) asymptotically stable
with the associated control law. The CLF function in terms of Definition 2.8 is
V3(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = V2(ξ1, ξ2) +
1
2
ξ23 (3.52)
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Taking the derivative of equation (3.52) in time and combining with equation (3.51)
results in
V˙3(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = −c1ξ21 − c2ξ22 + ξ3{f3(δˆ, ξ1 + xref − σ, ξ2 + α1, ξ3 + α2, u)− α˙2}
(3.53)
To meet the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theorem
2.2 for equation (3.53), a control law u called the integrator-backstepping controller
can be chosen such that
−c3ξ3 = f3(δˆ, ξ1 + xref − σ, ξ2 + α1, ξ3 + α2, u)− α˙2
⇒ u ≡ α3(δˆ, c0, c1, c2, c3, x1, x2, x3, xref , σ)
(3.54)
where c3 is a positive gain. By doing so, the required sign condition on V˙3(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)
is achieved.
V˙3(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = −c1ξ21 − c2ξ22 − c3ξ23 < 0 ∀ ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 6= 0 (3.55)
Thus, there exists a CLF in terms of Definition 2.8 in equation (3.52), state feed-
back laws in equations (3.42), (3.48) and (3.54), and changes of state transformations
in equations (3.38), (3.44) and (3.50), such that the system is transformed into a state
decoupled linear system as
ξ˙1 = −c1ξ1
ξ˙2 = −c2ξ2
ξ˙3 = −c3ξ3
(3.56)
By examining the system in equation (3.56), the state decoupling problem for the
nonlinear system (3.37) can be obtained by coordinate transformations and feedback
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control laws, and it is also easy to conclude that the state variable responses in the
new coordinates are global asymptotically stable with positive gains. Therefore, the
output response in the original coordinate of the system (3.37) is global asymptot-
ically stable; however, the conclusion that this output converges to the command
signal requires further analysis. Combining the modified tracking error in (3.38) and
the stabilized condition ξ1 = 0 results in
(x1 − xref ) + σ = 0 (3.57)
Equation (3.57) can be re-written as
e(t) + c0
∫ t
0
e(τ)dτ = 0 (3.58)
Thus, taking the derivative in time on both sides of the equation (3.58) yields
e˙(t) = −c0e(t) (3.59)
By examining the system in equation (3.59), the normal error converges to zero with
every positive gain c0, implying the output in the original coordinate converges to the
command signal. The desired settling time and rise time of the system are obtained
by an optimization algorithm in Reference [52]. Thus, the stability and performance
specifications on the system in (3.37) are achieved with the proposed IBSC law. The
integrator-backstepping control strategy is illustrated in Figure 3.2. In this approach,
a virtual control law α1 for the first subsystem is designed to enforce the output x1
to asymptotically track the command xref . For the second subsystem, the virtual
control law α1 is considered a command and the second virtual control law α2 for
the second subsystem is designed to enforce the state x2 to asymptotically track
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Figure 3.2: IBSC Law for Third Order Generalized Strict-Feedback System
the virtual command α2. For the complete system, the virtual control law α2 is
considered a command, and the real control law u for the complete system, obtained
from control law α3, is designed to enforce the state x3 to asymptotically track the
virtual command α2. By doing so, the output is logically augmented by the real
control input via virtual control laws.
3.4 EXAMPLE
Consider a second order dynamic system from Reference [47] as
x˙1 = x2
x˙2 = ax
2
1 + bx2 + cx
3
2 + u
y = h(x) = x1
(3.60)
where the variables x1, x2 ∈ R are state variables, y ∈ R is the output, and u is a
control input. The constants a, b, c are assumed to be unknown, but bounded with
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known bounds.
The objective is to design a control law for the system (3.60) with unknown
constants a, b, c approximated by known aˆ, bˆ, cˆ respectively such that the output y =
x1 → xref asymptotically where xref is a constant, and global asymptotic stability
is achieved with zero or acceptably small overshoot in the system in the presence of
the model parameter errors. By using the previously proposed backstepping control
methodology in Section 3.2, the backstepping control law for the system (3.60) is
achieved as
u = −c1c2e− (c1 + c2)x2 − aˆx21 − bˆx2 − cˆx32 (3.61)
By using the proposed integrator-backstepping control methodology in Section 3.3,
the integrator-backstepping control law for the system (3.60) is achieved as
u = −k0σ − k1e− k2x2 − aˆx21 − bˆx2 − cˆx32 (3.62)
where e = x1 − xref , σ = c0
∫ t
0
e(τ)dτ, k0 = c0c1c2, k1 = c0c1 + c0c2 + c1c2, k2 =
c0 + c1 + c2, k3 = c0c1 + c0c2, and c0, c1, c2 are positive gains.
The achieved control laws in equations (3.61) and (3.62) are substituted in equation
(3.60) and a closed-loop system is achieved for validating and demonstrating the
proposed control methodology. The closed-loop simulations are implemented for
three cases described below.
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Case 1: Without System Parameter Errors
Figure 3.3 shows the system time response for a step command in which the
expressions a = aˆ, b = bˆ, c = cˆ hold, or no system parameter errors occurs. The
results show that the performance specifications can be achieved with the BSC-
based control design. Results were generated with the following numeric values:
a = 0.6, b = 2.5, c = 0.1, and c1 = 1.3, c2 = 1.4, xref = 1, and initial states x1(0) =
x2(0) = 0.
Figure 3.3: BSC without Parameter Errors
Case 2: With System Parameter Errors
In this case, numerical values used in the simulation are a = 0.6, b = 2.5, c =
0.1, aˆ = 1, bˆ = 2, cˆ = 0, x1(0) = x2(0) = σ(0) = 0, xref = 1. The simulations are
implemented for both types of control laws for comparison. The simulation results
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are shown in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.4 shows the closed-loop time response due to a step
command in which the red or solid line presents the backstepping controller result
and the blue or dash line presents the integrator-backstepping result. Results show
that the response yields steady state error in the presence of parameter errors when
the BSC-based control law is applied. Further, this error offset can be eliminated
when IBSC-based control is applied.
Figure 3.4: BSC vs. IBSC with Parameter Errors
Case 3: With Disturbance (No Parameter Errors)
In this case, a constant disturbance d = 0.5 is applied to the x˙1 governing equation
after t = 5 s. Numeric values for all other parameters, gains, initial conditions, and
command are unchanged from Case 1. The simulation results in Figure 3.5 show that
the integrator-backstepping control is able to recover and maintain the performance
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and stability of the system in the presence of an external disturbance. The red line
(or solid line) in Figure 3.5 shows the degraded time response when using the BSC-
based logic when a disturbance with constant magnitude is present. The blue line
(dash line) in Figure 3.5 shows the effectiveness of IBSC-based logic in rejecting the
disturbance. The result shows that the tracking requirement is recovered after three
seconds.
Figure 3.5: BSC vs. IBSC with Disturbance
3.5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the concepts and usefulness of the strict-feedback form of en-
gineering systems is provided and analyzed. The research shows that a nonlinear
dynamic system can be transformed into a strict-feedback form if it is able to be
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transformed into an affine system and have a full relative degree. Then a systematic
procedure is presented in order to show how a backstepping control law can be syn-
thesized for the strict-feedback form of nonlinear dynamic systems. For the derived
BSC law, numerical simulation testing was conducted and analyzed. In order to
eliminate the deficiencies of the BSC-based design, the concept of modified error is
then introduced. With similar steps as before, a systematic approach is presented
for synthesizing the integrator-backstepping control law for the strict-feedback form
of nonlinear dynamic systems in the presence of parameter errors. Also, the block
diagram of both the BSC-based and IBSC-based control designs are provided for
analysis and applications. Testing demonstrated the advancements and improve-
ments with the modified logic.
The research shows that there are drawbacks of the backstepping-based control
design. Firstly, the design model must be in strict-feedback form, which is not al-
ways obtainable with engineering systems. Usually, some assumptions on system
parameters have to be considered to achieve this approximated model structure for
the control design process. Secondly, approximated model parameters appear in the
feedback control law. Thus, model parameter errors, or disturbances, may lead to
degraded performance or even instability. This drawback can be eliminated by an
integrator-backstepping-based control design. The feasibility of the proposed ap-
proaches is validated and analyzed for nonlinear flight dynamic systems in Chapter
4, Chapter 5, Chapter 6, and Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 4
BACKSTEPPING CONTROL FOR FLIGHT DYNAMICS
This chapter addresses a backstepping-based control algorithm for flight path
angle control corresponding to the longitudinal dynamics of a high-performance air-
craft simulation model. In the first section, some assumptions on aerodynamic forces
of the aircraft are made to transform the aircraft dynamic model into a necessary
canonical backstepping form for direct applicability to the developed control theoretic
framework provided in Section 3.2 in Chapter 3. In the second section, a systematic
procedure is provided for formulating the backstepping control law of nonlinear longi-
tudinal aircraft dynamics. With the achieved BSC law, a block diagram and control
strategy are provided for nonlinear closed-loop simulation. In the third section, the
research is validated via a numerical study of flight path angle control of an F-16
aircraft model. Finally, some conclusions are made and discussed to point out the
advantages and disadvantages of the control strategy research.
4.1 LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS MODEL
Figure 4.1 shows the components of longitudinal aircraft dynamics. Using Section
2.2 in Chapter 2 for the governing EOMs of aircraft longitudinal dynamics in equation
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(2.26), a mathematical model of nonlinear longitudinal dynamics can be written as
V˙T =
1
m
(−D + FT cosα−mgsinγ)
γ˙ =
1
mVT
(L+ FT sinα−mgcosγ)
θ˙ = q
q˙ =
1
Iy
(M + FT zTF )
where
L =
1
2
ρV 2T SCL, D =
1
2
ρV 2T SCD, FT =
1
2
ρV 2T SCT
(4.1)
Variables and parameters appearing in equation (4.1) include VT : aircraft velocity, m:
total mass of aircraft, L(α, VT , q): lift force, D(α, VT , q): drag force, M(α, q, δE, VT ):
pitch moment, FT (δth): thrust force, α: angle of attack, γ: flight path angle, θ: pitch
angle, q: pitch rate, δth: throttle, δE: pitch control (elevator or horizontal vane),
Iy: inertial moment about y axis of aircraft, zTF : thrust point offset, g: gravity, ρ:
density of air, S: reference area, CL: lift coefficient, CD: drag coefficient, CT : thrust
coefficient.
Figure 4.1: Aircraft Model of Longitudinal Motion
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Some assumptions are considered to assist in transforming the aircraft model in
equation (4.1) to the structure in equation (3.17): airspeed of aircraft is constant,
i.e., V˙T = 0; lift force is a sinusoidal function of the angle of attack or L = L˜ sinα,
where L˜ is constant for a designated flight condition; thrust force is constant for
the controller design purpose; and neglection of wind velocities is also considered for
simplicity.
With these assumptions, the mathematical model of longitudinal motion of the
aircraft is re-written as
γ˙ =
1
mVT
([L˜+ FT ]sinα−mgcosγ)
θ˙ = q
q˙ = u
where
u =
1
Iy
(M + FT zTF )
(4.2)
For the aircraft longitudinal motion, the relationship between the flight path angle,
pitch angle, and attack angle is represented as
α = θ − γ (4.3)
By combining equations (4.3) and (4.1), the mathematical model of the aircraft
longitudinal dynamics can be further changed to
γ˙ =
1
mVT
([L˜+ FT ]sin(θ − γ)−mgcosγ)
θ˙ = q
q˙ = u
(4.4)
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Note that the system in equation (4.4) possesses the strict-feedback form (or lower
triangular form) similar to the system (3.17) with the above assumptions. The next
step is to design the backstepping controller using the aforementioned theory de-
scribed in Section 3.2 in Chapter 3.
4.2 CONTROL LAW FORMULATION
The given problem is to design a control law that is required to keep flight path
angle (γ) of the aircraft at a prescribed reference value (γref ) or to follow a com-
mand value, satisfy the performance specifications with zero or small overshoot and
short settling time, and obtain high precision and stability. By using the method
from Section 3.2 in Chapter 3, the complete system in equation (4.4) is divided into
three subsystems. The first consists of the first relation of equation (4.4), the second
consists of the first two relations of equation (4.4), and the last consists of the whole
system in equation (4.4). After applying the backstepping method with each sub-
system, as previously noted above, the resulting BSC is proven to possess globally
asymptotic stability using the CLF and Theorem 2.2. The following development is
the procedure to get the BSC law with a desired flight path angle of γref .
Step 1.
Consider the first subsystem and introduce the flight path error signal
γ˜ = γ − γref (4.5)
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Taking the time derivative of both sides of equation (4.5) and combining with equa-
tion (4.4) results in
˙˜γ = γ˙ =
1
mVT
([L˜+ FT ]sin(θ − γ˜ − γref )−mgcos(γ˜ + γref )) (4.6)
For equation (4.6), a CLF V1(γ˜) can be chosen such that when the virtual control
law α1 for θ is applied, its time derivative becomes negatively definite. The chosen
function mathematically is
V1(γ˜) =
1
2
γ˜2 (4.7)
By taking the time derivative of equation (4.7) and combining with equation (4.6),
one finds
V˙1(γ˜) = γ˜ ˙˜γ = γ˜(
1
mVT
([L˜+ FT ]sin(θ − γ˜ − γref )−mgcos(γ˜ + γref ))) (4.8)
By satisfying the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theo-
rem 2.2 for equation (4.8), the virtual control can be chosen with the following logic
where c1 is a positive gain.
−c1γ˜ = 1
mVT
([L˜+ FT ]sin(θ − γ˜ − γref )−mgcos(γ˜ + γref ))
⇒ θref ≡ α1(c1, γ, γref ) = γ + arcsin 1
L˜+ FT
[−mVT c1(γ − γref ) +mgcosγ]
(4.9)
By doing so, the correct definiteness condition is satisfied.
V˙1(γ˜) = γ˜ ˙˜γ = −c1γ˜2 < 0, ∀ γ˜ 6= 0 (4.10)
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Step 2.
By choosing the state feedback to be from equation (4.9) and using the change
of state transformation in equation (4.5), and the transformation below
θ˜ = θ − α1(c1, γ, γref ) (4.11)
the second subsystem can be re-written as
˙˜γ = −c1γ˜
˙˜θ = q − α˙1
(4.12)
For the system (4.12), the q state variable is regarded as a control input. So, q can
be chosen logically to make the subsystem (4.12) globally asymptotically stable. A
CLF V2(γ˜, θ˜) can be chosen such that it makes the subsystem (4.12) asymptotically
stable with the virtual control law, i.e.,
V2(γ˜, θ˜) = V1(γ˜) +
1
2
θ˜2 (4.13)
Taking the time derivative of equation (4.13) and combining with equation (4.12)
results in
V˙2(γ˜, θ˜) = −c1γ˜2 + θ˜ ˙˜θ = −c1γ˜2 + θ˜(q − α˙1) (4.14)
By satisfying the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theo-
rem 2.2 for equation (4.14), a virtual control law α2 can be chosen. This control law
is
−c2θ˜ = q − α˙1
⇒ qref ≡ α2(c1, c2, γ, θ, γref ) = −c2(θ − α1) + α˙1
(4.15)
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where c2 is a positive gain and α˙1 is determined by equations (4.16), (4.17), (4.18).
α˙1 = (1− mgsinγ +mVT c1
(L˜+ FT )
√
1−X2 )Fγ
(4.16)
X =
1
L˜+ FT
[−mVT c1(γ − γref )−mgcosγ] (4.17)
Fγ =
1
mVT
([L˜+ FT ]sin(θ − γ)−mgcosγ) (4.18)
The time derivative of V2(γ˜, θ˜) then shows the necessary definiteness condition.
V˙2(γ˜, θ˜) = −c1γ˜2 − c2θ˜2 < 0, ∀ γ˜, θ˜ 6= 0 (4.19)
Step 3.
By choosing the state feedbacks in equations (4.9) and (4.15), changes of state
transformation in equations (4.5) and (4.11), and introducing the final change of
coordinates as
q˜ = q − α2(c1, c2, γ, θ, γref ) (4.20)
the complete system can be re-written as
˙˜γ = −c1γ˜
˙˜θ = −c2θ˜
˙˜q = u− α˙2
(4.21)
where α˙2(c1, c2, γ, θ, γref ) is determined by equations (4.22), (4.23), (4.24), (4.25),
and (4.26).
α˙2(c1, c2, γ, θ, γref ) = −c2(q − α˙1) + α¨1 (4.22)
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α¨1(c1, γ, γref ) = (1− mgsinγ +mVT c1
(L˜+ FT )
√
1−X2 )F˙γ + ΨFγ
(4.23)
F˙γ =
1
mVT
([L˜+ FT ][q − Fγ]cos(θ − γ) +mgsinγFγ) (4.24)
Ψ = −mg(Fγ(1−X
2)cosγ +XX˙sinγ) +mVT c1XX˙
(L˜+ FT )(1−X2)1.5
(4.25)
X˙ =
1
L˜+ FT
(−mVT c1 +mgsinγ)Fγ (4.26)
For the system (4.21), a CLF V3(γ˜, θ˜, q˜) can be chosen as
V3(γ˜, θ˜, q˜) = V2(γ˜, θ˜) +
1
2
q˜2 (4.27)
Taking the time derivative of equation (4.27) and combining with equation (4.21)
results in
V˙3(γ˜, θ˜, q˜) = −c1γ˜2 − c2θ˜2 + q˜(u− α˙2) (4.28)
By satisfying the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theo-
rem 2.2 for equation (4.28), a control law can be chosen as
−c3q˜ = u− α˙2
⇒ u ≡ α3(c1, c2, c3, γ, θ, q, γref ) = −c3(q − α2) + α˙2
(4.29)
where c3 is a positive gain and α˙2 is determined by the equations (4.22)-(4.26). This
selection leads to
V˙3(γ˜, θ˜, q˜) = −c1γ˜2 − c2θ˜2 − c3q˜2 < 0 ∀ γ˜, θ˜, q˜ 6= 0 (4.30)
Thus, there exist a CLF in equation (4.27), state feedbacks in equations (4.9),
(4.15), and (4.29), and state transformations in equations (4.5), (4.11), and (4.20),
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where the complete system can be transformed into a state decoupled system as
˙˜γ = −c1γ˜
˙˜θ = −c2θ˜
˙˜q = −c3q˜
(4.31)
Examining solutions of the system (4.31) indicates the time response of tracking
error (γ˜) of the system is globally asymptotically stable at the origin with positive
gains with no or small overshoot. This property implies that the time response of
flight path angle (γ) has well-behaved command tracking. Further investigation of
the system (4.31) also shows that desired settling time and rise time of the system
are obtained by tuning the gains. From these considerations, one can conclude that
the stability and performance specifications of the system (4.4) are achieved with the
BSC law (4.29).
4.3 F-16 MODEL FLIGHT PATH SIMULATION STUDY
Figure 4.2 shows the block diagram of the proposed backstepping-based control
algorithm for flight path angle of the longitudinal dynamic model with functions
fγ, fθ, fq defined in equation (4.4). Assume that the state feedbacks q, θ, and γ are
able to be determined by the sensor systems. Depending on these signals, the BSC
generates the control input to the aircraft. Note the control system architecture in
Figure 4.2 is very similar to conventional inner-outer loop design strategy.
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Figure 4.2: Block Diagram of Backstepping-Based Flight Path Angle Control
A wide array of numerical values for c1, c2, and c3 provide stability. In this re-
search, optimal gains are chosen using the modified genetic algorithm (MGA) in
References [52]. Gains of the BSC are chosen to meet the desired performance spec-
ifications and optimize the objective function in terms of error between desired and
operating flight path angles and control input δE activity shown in equation (4.32)
J = we
∫ T
0
(γref − γ)2dt+ wδ
∫ T
0
δ2Edt
(c1, c2, c3) = {(c1, c2, c3)|J∗ = min
c1,c2,c3
J ≤ J}
(4.32)
where we and wδ are weights which are used to balance between performance specifi-
cations. In this study, the weights are determined by using a trial and error technique
in order to achieve the control design goals.
Minimization of the J objective function occurs over the design variables c1, c2, c3.
This approach can also be used to update online gains in the presence of changing
parameters, such as the reduction of weight of the aircraft due to fuel consumption
or the offloading of cargo or ordnance. A similar approach is applied successfully for
roll-to-roll web control systems by the authors in References [38], [40].
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To explore feasibility of the proposed design method, a nonlinear simulation model
of an F-16 aircraft is selected. The aerodynamic data of the F-16 aircraft model used
for numerical simulation is provided in References [62], [66]. These data are derived
from low-speed static and dynamic wind-tunnel tests at the NASA Langley Research
Center. In this research, assume that the aircraft is in level fight at Mach 0.5 and at
a height of 25000 ft. Also actuator and sensor dynamics and thrust point offset are
not considered in this research. A software development based on Matlab/Simulink
R2015a is employed using the RK45 integration routine for numerical simulation of
the closed-loop system. A full nonlinear simulation model of the longitudinal dy-
namics of the F-16 is selected.
To evaluate the validity of the assumption that lift force is approximately a sinu-
soidal function with angle of attack for this model, an analysis of the aerodynamic
data is considered here. By curve fitting the aerodynamic data at the indicated flight
condition, lift is approximated as
L = L˜ sin(α− α0) (4.33)
where L˜ is a function of aircraft speed and altitude in general. In equation (4.33), α0
is the angle of attack at zero lift. A value of α0 = −2.05 deg was determined from
the data.
A graph of the actual data for the F-16 model and this approximation at a height
of 25000 ft and at Mach 0.5 are shown in Figure 4.3 in which the solid line (or red
line) shows the approximated lift force and the dashed line (or blue line) shows the
correct lift force, confirming the approximate validity of the assumption. For other
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flight conditions, the data can be fit to trim speed and altitude, or
L = L˜(VT , h) sin(α− α0) (4.34)
Figure 4.3: Approximated vs. Correct Lift Force
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed control algorithm, the closed-
loop simulator is tested with three different cases involving two different flight path
command profiles away from the trim condition, and an airframe parameter variation.
In the first case, a small command of 10 degrees for flight path angle is applied, and
in the second case, the reference flight path angle will be put at 5 degrees for the
first five seconds, at 20 degrees for the next ten seconds, and then 15 degrees for
the remaining times, as shown in Figure 4.4. Also, the stability robustness of the
proposed algorithm is examined in the last case by implementing the simulation
via different locations of mass center of the aircraft when using the first flight path
command profile.
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Figure 4.4: Reference Flight Path Multi-Command
Case 1: Simple Step Excitation
Figure 4.5 shows the time response of flight path angle for an applied command of
10 degrees. This result was generated with c1 = 1.72 s
−1, c2 = 1.73 s−1, c3 = 1.72 s−1.
The result shows performance characteristics of the aircraft are obtained with no
overshoot and a fast response. For other numerical simulations, settling time can
be reduced by increasing the gains but limitations to this from the elevator actua-
tion system will eventually be reached. Thus, a trade-off between settling time and
actuation requirement exists for the closed-loop aircraft. Figure 4.6 and 4.7 show
the travel and rate response of the elevator for the flight path angle command of 10
degrees, respectively. This result shows that the elevator travel response lies within
the actuator capabilities.
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Figure 4.5: Flight Path Angle Response for Step Command of 10 degrees
Figure 4.6: Elevator Travel Response for Step Command of 10 degrees
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Figure 4.7: Elevator Rate Response for Step Command of 10 degrees
Case 2: Complex Step Excitation
Figure 4.8 shows the time response of flight path angle for a series of step com-
mands of varying levels. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the corresponding elevator be-
havior. Figure 4.8 shows the settling time is approximately 5 seconds regardless
of the step amplitude. The control system is able to follow the command across
small and large inputs. Overall the flight path angle time response of the aircraft is
well-behaved in tracking and the performance specifications are obtained with high
reliability. Control gains for this case are the same as Case 1.
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Figure 4.8: Flight Path Angle Response for Multi-Step Command
Figure 4.9: Elevator Travel Response for Multi-Step Command
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Figure 4.10: Elevator Rate Response for Multi-Step Command
Case 3: Simple Step Excitation with Aircraft Parameter Change
In Case 1 and Case 2, the non-dimensional mass center of the aircraft x¯cm = 0.3
is used for simulation. Figure 4.11 shows the flight path angle time response for a
step command of 5 degrees with three different sets of mass centers. From Figure
4.11, it is clear that the flight path angle response in time is deteriorating as the
mass center location increases. This deterioration can be reduced by gain-scheduling
as shown in Figure 4.12. Figure 4.12 shows the flight path angle time response for
a step command of 5 degrees at x¯cm = 0.40 with three different sets of gains shown
in Table 4.1. The blue (dash) line corresponds to gain set 1 which was the set used
for design at x¯cm = 0.30. The green (solid) line corresponds to gain set 3. From the
results in Figure 4.12, it is clear that the performance of the aircraft in the presence
of mass center location change is improved by reducing the gains.
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Table 4.1: Feedback Gain Values
Case c1(s
−1) c2(s−1) c3(s−1)
Gain set 1 1.72 1.73 1.72
Gain set 2 1.64 1.63 1.64
Gain set 3 1.53 1.54 1.57
Figure 4.11: Flight Path Angle Response for Mass Center Variation
Thus, by applying the theory in Section 3.2 in Chapter 3, the input-output decou-
pling problem for the longitudinal dynamic model is obtained by coordinate transfor-
mations and a feedback control law with some simplifying assumptions. By applying
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consecutively the coordinate transformation and choosing the feedback law for each
subsystem from the lowest to highest order, and then re-writing the feedback law in
the original coordinates, the resulting controller makes the original system a well-
behaved command tracking and asymptotically globally stable system. Further, the
response of the system has no overshoot. From the above simulation results, some
comments are made.
Figure 4.12: Flight Path Angle Response with Different Gain Sets
The flight path angle time response for a step command of 10 degrees shown in
Figure 4.5 meets the performance specifications with no overshoot and with a settling
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time of 6 seconds. The simulation result shown in Figure 4.8 demonstrates the
proposed control algorithm works well in different operating conditions. Figure 4.12
shows the stability robustness of the proposed design is acceptable in the presence
of aircraft mass center changes. Depending on the elevator time response shown in
Figure 4.6 and 4.9, and maximum performance specifications regarding the control
actuator in Reference [62], the control response lies within the allowable limit.
4.4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, assumptions and analysis on the lift force of aircraft are consid-
ered to transform the nonlinear dynamic model into a standard strict-feedback form
for control design, and then, a systematic procedure is addressed for formulating the
backstepping controller for the achieved model. An achieved BSC-based flight path
angle control method is then provided for the F-16 longitudinal dynamic model with
optimal gains determined by the MGA. A block diagram is also given for system ar-
chitecture insight and for developing the numerical integration within the nonlinear
closed-loop simulation.
The assumptions on aerodynamic forces are improved significantly to achieve
a more accurate model for the design in comparison with the existing works. A
standard strict-feedback form of nonlinear longitudinal dynamics of aircraft is also
obtained for control design under the proposed assumption. The numerical results
show that the control method meets the performance specifications and robust sta-
bility of a high-performance aircraft in the presence of model uncertainty. Also, the
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analytically predicted exponential time response behavior with no overshoot is val-
idated by numerical results. With the rapid development of sensors and electronic
devices, the proposed BSC-based algorithm results in a control system with high
precision and is useful for applications with high digital computational capability.
Simulation studies show that limitations of the backstepping-based control de-
sign are encountered as predicted in Chapter 3. Assumptions on aerodynamic forces
and constant speed aircraft made to achieve the strict-feedback form result in a di-
vergence of flight path angle from command if the aircraft is maintained at that
operating condition with a long enough time. The reason is that the speed of air-
craft will decrease due to more drag or increased attack angle. This drift off can be
improved by applying speed control and flight path angle control simultaneously to
achieve better performance. Also, control input of the elevator deflection is not an
explicit variable in the design model, and, thus, a control realization approach needs
to be addressed to improve the feasibility of the proposed method.
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CHAPTER 5
BACKSTEPPING VS. FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION
This chapter conducts a comparison of two nonlinear control design methodolo-
gies: backstepping and feedback linearization. In the first section, a focused literature
review and problem statement are introduced. In the second section, a mathematical
model of a triangular affine form is given for nonlinear dynamic systems. In the third
section, theorems are considered and proven to show the equivalence of the feedback
linearization-based design method and backstepping-based design approach for the
triangular affine systems. In the fourth section, a detailed procedure for formulating
the nonlinear feedback control laws for a triangular affine system is presented using
the state space exact linearization and backstepping designs. A numerical study of
flight path angle control for an F-16 aircraft model of nonlinear longitudinal dynam-
ics is implemented in an analytical control law and a numerical nonlinear closed-loop
simulation. The simulation results are provided and discussed. Finally, a summary
and discussion of the proposed control methodologies are made at the end of the
chapter.
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many research activities have emphasized nonlinear control strate-
gies using nonlinear dynamics as the design model. Advantages of this perspective
are that nonlinearities are dealt with directly, plant systems are not approximated
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to behave like a varying linear system, and differing levels of nonlinearity can be
addressed through class relaxation concepts. Exact feedback linearization design for
nonlinear dynamic systems is a common approach in References [12], [13], [15], [16],
[18], [19]. Another popular approach is backstepping-based control design in Refer-
ences [8], [21], [22], [40], [43]. In both approaches, coordinate transformations and
state feedbacks are applied in unique but similar ways to transform the triangular
affine system into a state decoupled linear system. Figure 5.1 illustrates the similar
but unique procedures. A fundamental question to be addressed here is whether
these two design methods are truly unique or whether there exists some type of
equivalence between the two methods.
Figure 5.1: Backstepping-Based vs. Feedback Linearization-Based Designs
In the first approach, the sequence of coordinate transformations and state feed-
backs is applied to transform the triangular affine system into normal form equations
with a new input. This form is also called the Brunovsky canonical form for nonlinear
dynamic systems of full relative degree. Then, the obtained linear dynamic system
with new input is transformed into a state decoupled linear closed-loop system by
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using the linear backstepping design, as shown in Figure 5.1. By returning to the
triangular affine system state variables, the state feedback control law for the tri-
angular affine system is achieved. In the second approach, the transformations and
state feedbacks are implemented in a different way on triangular affine dynamic sub-
systems that achieve a final closed-loop system of the same structure in References
[38], [40], [64]. In this approach, the triangular affine system is divided into several
triangular affine subsystems such that the ith subsystem consists of the (i − 1)th
subsystem plus an extra state, and the nth subsystem is the original nonlinear nth
order dynamic system via coordinate transformations and feedbacks. By applying
consecutively the coordinate transformation and choosing a feedback law via the
control Lyapunov function for each subsystem from the lowest to highest order and
re-writing the feedback law in the original coordinates, the resulting overall controller
is achieved. Building an equivalence between these two methods is of interest.
In this chapter, the mathematical model for the triangular affine form of nonlinear
dynamic systems is introduced first and then the chapter deals with the question of
when both the state space exact linearization and backstepping approaches transform
the triangular affine system into state decoupled linear systems that are convergent.
A demonstration of flight path angle control of nonlinear flight dynamics is pre-
sented to illustrate the general equivalence in specific applications. The content of
the chapter is the main outcomes of the author’s work in References [67], [68].
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5.2 TRIANGULAR AFFINE SYSTEM
In this section, a mathematical model of the single-input single-output triangular
affine system is introduced. A theorem for full relative degree and a following proof
are presented to confirm conditions in which a SISO triangular affine system is well-
defined and has a full relative degree. For the well-defined and full relative degree
system, a second theorem will provide an answer for the question on whether a SISO
triangular affine system can be transformed into a state decoupled linear system via
coordinate transformations and state feedback. The proof of the theorem is given for
clarity.
Consider a SISO model of a nonlinear dynamic system as
x˙1 = f1(x1) + g1(x1)x2
x˙2 = f2(x1, x2) + g2(x1, x2)x3
x˙3 = f3(x1, x2, x3) + g3(x1, x2, x3)u
y = h(x) = x1
(5.1)
where xi (i = 1, 2, 3) ∈ R are state variables, fi(x), gi(x) (i = 1, 2, 3) are scalar-
valued functions, u ∈ R is the control input, y ∈ R is the output. Assume that
the functions fi(x), gi(x) (i = 1, 2, 3) are continuous and differentiable with respect
to variables x1, x2, x3. The functions f1(x1), g1(x1) are only functions of variable
x1. The function f2(x1, x2), g2(x1, x2) are only functions of variables x1, x2, and the
functions f3(x1, x2, x3), g3(x1, x2, x3) are only functions of variables x1, x2, x3. Then
the system with structure in equation (5.1) is called a third order SISO triangular
affine system.
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Theorem 5.1. (Full Relative Degree)
If the functions g1(x1), g2(x1, x2), and g3(x1, x2, x3) in system (5.1) are nonzero at
x0, then system (5.1) has a well-defined and full relative degree r = 3 at x0.
Proof.
For system (5.1), the functions f, g, h (see equation (3.3)) are f(x) = [f1+g1x2 f2+
g2x3 f3]
T , g(x) = [0 0 g3]
T , h(x) = x1. Taking the Lie derivative of h(x) with respect
to g(x) results in
Lgh(x) =
∂h(x)
∂x
g(x) = 0 ∀ x (5.2)
From equation (5.2), the system (5.1) has relative degree greater than 1 in terms of
Definition 3.1. A higher relative degree will be certified by the term LgLfh(x). First
compute Lfh(x).
Lfh(x) =
∂h(x)
∂x
f(x) = f1(x1) + g1(x1)x2 (5.3)
Taking the Lie derivative of Lfh(x) with respect to g(x) results in
LgLfh(x) =
∂ ∂h(x)
∂x
f(x)
∂x
g(x) = 0 ∀ x (5.4)
From equation (5.4), one can conclude that system (5.1) has relative degree greater
than 2 in terms of Definition 3.1. The term LgL
2
fh(x) is used to determine the
complete relative degree of system (5.1), i.e.,
L2fh(x) =
∂ ∂h(x)
∂x
f(x)
∂x
f(x)
L2fh(x) = [
∂f1(x1)
∂x1
+
∂g1(x1)
∂x1
x2][f1(x1) + g1(x1)x2] + g1(x1)[f2(x1, x2) + g2(x1, x2)x3]
(5.5)
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Taking the Lie derivative of L2fh(x) with respect to g(x) results in
LgL
2
fh(x) = g1(x1)g2(x1, x2)g3(x1, x2, x3) 6= 0 at x = x0 (5.6)
From equation (5.6), the system (5.1) has a full relative degree r = 3 at x0 in terms
of Definition 3.1.
5.3 FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION FORMULATION
Theorem 5.2. If the system (5.1) has full relative degree, then there exists a coordi-
nate transformation and state feedback that transforms the nonlinear dynamic system
(5.1) into a state decoupled linear system (3.36) by applying two steps:
Step 1: State space exact linearization design in Reference [56] to achieve the
Brunovsky form with a new input,
Step 2: Linear backstepping design in Reference [68] for the Brunovsky form with the
new input.
Proof.
Step 1: State space exact linearization design to achieve the Brunovsky
form with a new input.
Consider the coordinate transformations as
z1 = x1
z2 = f1(x1) + g(x1)x2
z3 = (
∂f1(x1)
∂x1
+
∂g1(x1)
∂x1
x2)[f1(x1) + g1(x1)x2] + g1(x1)[f2(x1, x2) + g2(x1, x2)x3]
(5.7)
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By taking the time derivative of the first relation of equation (5.7) and combining
equation (5.1) result in
z˙1 = x˙1 = f1(x1) + g(x1)x2 (5.8)
Using the second relation of equation (5.7) for equation (5.8), one gets
z˙1 = z2 (5.9)
Taking the time derivative of the second relation of equation (5.7) results in
z˙2 =
d
dt
{f1(x1) + g(x1)x2}
= (
∂f1(x1)
∂x1
+
∂g1(x1)
∂x1
x2)[f1(x1) + g1(x1)x2] + g1(x1)[f2(x1, x2) + g2(x1, x2)x3]
(5.10)
Using the third relation of equation (5.7) for equation (5.10) results in
z˙2 = z3 (5.11)
Taking the time derivative of the third relation of equation (5.7) results in
z˙3 =
d
dt
{f1x1F1 + x2g1x1F1 + g1F2}
= f1x1x1F
2
1 + f1x1F1x1F1 + f1x1g1F2 + x2{g1x1x1F 21 + g1x1F1x1F1 + g1g1x1F2}
+ 2g1x1F1F2 + g1{F2x1F1 + F2x2F2 + g2F3}+ g1g2g3u
= L3fh(x) + g1g2g3u
(5.12)
where f1x1 =
∂f1
∂x1
, f2x2 =
∂f2
∂x2
, g1x1 =
∂g1
∂x1
, g2x2 =
∂g2
∂x2
, f1x1x1 =
∂2f1
∂x21
, g1x1x1 =
∂2g1
∂x21
, F1 =
f1(x1)+g1(x1)x2, F2 = f2(x1, x2)+g2(x1, x2)x3, F3 = f3(x1, x2, x3), F1x1 =
∂F1
∂x1
, F1x2 =
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∂F1
∂x2
, F2x1 =
∂F2
∂x1
, F2x2 =
∂F2
∂x2
. By selecting the state feedback with new input v as
u =
1
g(x1)g2(x1, x2)g3(x1, x2, x3)
{v − L3fh(x)} (5.13)
where L3fh(x) = f1x1x1F
2
1 + f1x1F1x1F1 + f1x1g1F2 + x2{g1x1x1F 21 + g1x1F1x1F1 +
g1g1x1F2}+ 2g1x1F1F2 + g1{F2x1F1 +F2x2F2 + g2F3}, the equation (5.12) is re-written
as
z˙3 = v (5.14)
Collecting from equations (5.9), (5.11), and (5.14), the new model in z1, z2, z3
coordinates is re-written in Brunovsky form with a new input v.
z˙ =

0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
 z +

0
0
1
 v
y =
(
1 0 0
)
z
(5.15)
Step 2: Linear backstepping design for the Brunovsky form with a new
input.
The z2 variable is regarded as a control input in the first relation in equation
(5.15) which is considered as the first subsystem. Thus, z2 is chosen to make the first
subsystem globally asymptotically stable. The chosen z2 function is called a virtual
control law. First introduce zˆ1 as
zˆ1 = z1 − zref (5.16)
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where zref is considered a command or desired value of the system. Differentiating
equation (5.16) in time and combining with equation (5.15) results in
˙ˆz1 = z˙1 = z2 (5.17)
For the system (5.17), a CLF V1(zˆ1) in terms of Definition 2.8 can be chosen such
that when the virtual control law is applied, its time derivative becomes negatively
definite. The positive definite function is chosen as
V1(zˆ1) =
1
2
zˆ21 (5.18)
By taking the derivative of equation (5.18) in time and combining with equation
(5.17), one finds the result
V˙1(zˆ1) = zˆ1 ˙ˆz1 = zˆ1z2 (5.19)
By satisfying the asymptotically stable condition in Theorem 2.2 for equation (5.19),
a virtual control law denoted as α1 for z2 can be chosen as
−c1zˆ1 = z2
=⇒ z2 ≡ α1(c1, z1, zref ) = −c1(z1 − zref )
(5.20)
where c1 is a positive gain. By doing so, the CLF derivative is negatively definite.
V˙1(zˆ1) = −c1zˆ21 < 0 ∀ zˆ1 6= 0 (5.21)
By choosing the state feedback in equation (5.20) and a change of coordinate
indicated below
zˆ2 = z2 − α1 (5.22)
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the second subsystem of equation (5.15) can be re-written as follows
˙ˆz1 = −c1zˆ1
˙ˆz2 = z3 − α˙1
(5.23)
A CLF V2(zˆ1, zˆ2) in terms of Definition 2.8 can be chosen such that it makes the
subsystem in equation (5.23) asymptotically stable with the control law, i.e.,
V2(zˆ1, zˆ2) = V1(zˆ1) +
1
2
zˆ22 (5.24)
By taking the derivative of equation (5.24) in time and combining with equation
(5.23), one achieves
V˙2(zˆ1, zˆ2) = −c1zˆ21 + zˆ2(z3 − α˙1) (5.25)
To meet the asymptotically stable condition in Theorem 2.2 for equation (5.25), a
virtual control law can be chosen such that
−c2zˆ2 = z3 − α˙1
=⇒ z3 ≡ α2(c1, c2, z1, z2, zref ) = −c2(z2 − α1) + α˙1
(5.26)
where c2 is a positive gain. By doing so, the CLF derivative is negatively definite.
V˙2(zˆ1, zˆ2) = −c1zˆ21 − c2zˆ22 < 0 ∀ zˆ1, zˆ2 6= 0 (5.27)
By choosing the state feedbacks in equation (5.20) and equation (5.26), and co-
ordinate transformations in equation (5.16), equation (5.22), and the transformation
indicated below
zˆ3 = z3 − α2 (5.28)
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the third subsystem of equation (5.15) (complete system) can be re-written as follows
˙ˆz1 = −c1zˆ1
˙ˆz2 = −c2zˆ2
˙ˆz3 = v − α˙2
(5.29)
A CLF V3(zˆ1, zˆ2, zˆ3) in terms of Definition 2.8 can be chosen such that it makes the
subsystem in equation (5.29) asymptotically stable with the control law, i.e.,
V3(zˆ1, zˆ2, zˆ3) = V2(zˆ1, zˆ2) +
1
2
zˆ23 (5.30)
Taking the derivative in time of equation (5.30) and combining with equation (5.29)
result in
V˙3(zˆ1, zˆ2, zˆ3) = −c1zˆ21 − c2zˆ22 + zˆ3(v − α˙2) (5.31)
To meet the asymptotically stable condition in Theorem 2.2 for equation (5.31), a
real control law can be chosen such that
−c3zˆ3 = v − α˙2
=⇒ v = −c3(z3 − α2) + α˙2
(5.32)
where c3 is a positive gain. By doing so, the CLF derivative is negatively definite.
V˙3(zˆ1, zˆ2.zˆ3) = −c1zˆ21 − c2zˆ22 − c3zˆ23 < 0 ∀ zˆ1, zˆ2, zˆ3 6= 0 (5.33)
Thus, there exists a CLF in terms of Definition 2.8 in equation (5.30), virtual state
feedbacks in equations (5.20), (5.26) and feedback control law in equation (5.32), and
state transformations in equations (5.16), (5.22), and (5.28), such that the system
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(5.15) is transformed into the system
˙ˆz1 = −c1zˆ1
˙ˆz2 = −c2zˆ2
˙ˆz3 = −c3zˆ3
(5.34)
The system (5.34) is exactly the same as the state decoupled linear system (3.36)
formulated from the BSC methodology.
By looking at the systems (3.17) and (5.1), it is an easy step to realize that the
system (5.1) is one specific form of the system (3.17). Thus, a similar backstepping-
based design approach in Section 3.2 in Chapter 3 can be applied to transform the
system (5.1) into the a state decoupled linear system (3.36). By doing so, clearly both
feedback linearization-based design and backstepping-based design approaches are
able to transform the nonlinear dynamic system (5.1) into separate state decoupled
linear systems (3.36) by different formulations. However, the resulting state feedback
control laws and achieved state decoupled linear systems in both approaches are the
same. From those analyses, one can say that there exists an equivalence in some
meaning between the two methods, and therefore, the stability and performance of
one system achieved from one method can also be used to predict the characteristics
of the other. A demonstration of this equivalence will be presented in the next section
for a flight dynamic system.
5.4 FLIGHT PATH ANGLE CONTROL APPLICATION
In this section, the nonlinear longitudinal dynamics model is introduced and
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then some assumptions are given to obtain the standard triangular affine form for
design suitability. For the purpose of comparison, two control design approaches are
again presented in detail in Section 5.4.1 and Section 5.4.2. The main point of this
demonstration is to show the applicability of these approaches to flight systems while
simultaneously preserving the equivalence condition. Therefore, both analytical and
numerical methods are implemented.
Consider the aircraft longitudinal dynamics depicted in Figure 4.1. Some assump-
tions are considered to assist in transforming the aircraft model in equation (2.26)
to the triangular affine structure in equation (5.1).
• Airspeed is constant for short period dynamics, i.e., V˙T = 0.
• Lift force is a linear function of the angle of attack or L = L0 + Lαα, where
L0, Lα are constants for a designated flight condition.
• Pitch moment is a linear function or M = M0 + Mαα + Mqq + MδEδE, where
M0,Mα,Mq,MδE are constants for a designated flight condition.
• Thrust term FT sinα that is much smaller than lift L is neglected for the con-
troller design purposes.
• Thrust point offset is neglected or zTF = 0 is valid for F-16 model.
• Neglection of wind speed is also considered for simplicity.
With these assumptions and use of the relationship α = θ − γ, the mathematical
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model of longitudinal motion of the aircraft is re-written as
γ˙ = − g
VT
cosγ + Lˆ0 + Lˆα(θ − γ)
θ˙ = q
q˙ = Mˆ0 + Mˆα(θ − γ) + Mˆqq + MˆδEδE
(5.35)
where Lˆ0 =
L0
mVT
, Lˆα =
Lα
mVT
, Mˆ0 =
M0
Iy
, Mˆα =
Mα
Iy
, Mˆq =
Mq
Iy
, MˆδE =
MδE
Iy
. Variables
and parameters appearing in equation (5.35) include Lˆ0: effective lift contribution
from sources other than α, Lˆα : effective lift curve slope for α, Mˆ0: effective moment
contributions from sources other than α, q, δE, Mˆα and Mˆq: effective moment contri-
butions from sources α, q, MˆδE : effective pitch curve slope for δE.
The objective is to design a nonlinear feedback control law for the nonlinear flight
dynamics (5.35) such that the flight path angle (γ) tracks the command (γref ) with
asymptotic stability. The performance specifications of the system should achieve
well-behaved command tracking with zero or small acceptable overshoot. The two
following approaches are used to achieve the design goals and to show that the same
feedback control laws are achieved by the two methods.
5.4.1 FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION-BASED DESIGN
The system (5.35) is of the form of system (5.1) with f1(x1) = − gVT cosγ +
Lˆ0 − Lˆαγ, g1(x1) = Lˆα, f2(x1, x2) = 0, g2(x1, x2) = 1, f3(x1, x2, x3) = Mˆ0 + Mˆαα +
Mˆqq, g3(x1, x2, x3) = MˆδE , and h(x) = γ. System (5.35) has a full relative degree of
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r = 3 in terms of Theorem 5.1. To show this, first compute Lgh(x).
Lgh(x) =
[
1 0 0
]

0
0
MˆδE
 = 0 ∀ x⇒ r > 1 (5.36)
From equation (5.36), system (5.35) has a relative degree greater than 1 in terms of
Definition 3.1. The higher relative degree will be certified by LgLfh(x). Therefore,
compute Lfh(x) as an initial step.
Lfh(x) =
[
1 0 0
]

− g
VT
cosγ + Lˆ0 + Lˆα(θ − γ)
q
Mˆ0 + Mˆαα + Mˆqq

= − g
VT
cosγ + Lˆ0 + Lˆα(θ − γ)
(5.37)
By taking the Lie derivative of Lfh(x) with respect to g(x), the desired term is
achieved.
LgLfh(x) =
[
g
VT
sinγ − Lˆα Lˆα 0
]

0
0
MˆδE
 = 0 ∀ x⇒ r > 2 (5.38)
From equation (5.38), one can conclude that system (5.35) has relative degree greater
than 2 in terms of Definition 3.1. For confirmation of the final relative degree, the
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term LgL
2
fh(x) must be checked.
L2fh(x) =
[
g
VT
sinγ − Lˆα Lˆα 0
]

− g
VT
cosγ + Lˆ0 + Lˆα(θ − γ)
q
Mˆ0 + Mˆαα + Mˆqq

= (
g
VT
sinγ − Lˆα)(− g
VT
cosγ + Lˆ0 + Lˆα(θ − γ)) + Lˆαq
(5.39)
A term that will be needed soon for the control law is L3fh(x). By taking the Lie
derivative of L2fh(x) with respect to f(x), one gets
L3fh(x) =
g
VT
F 2γ cosγ + E
2
γFγ + LˆαEγq + LˆαMˆ0 + LˆαMˆα(θ − γ) + LˆαMˆqq (5.40)
where Fγ = − gVT cosγ + Lˆ0 + Lˆα(θ − γ), Eγ =
g
VT
sinγ − Lˆα. Now by taking the Lie
derivative of L2fh(x) with respect to g(x), one gets
LgL
2
fh(x) =
[
g
VT
Fγcosγ + E
2
γ LˆαEγ Lˆα
]

0
0
MˆδE
 = LˆαMˆδE 6= 0 ∀ x (5.41)
From equation (5.41), the term LgL
2
fh(x) 6= 0 ∀ x. Thus system (5.35) has full
relative degree of r = 3.
The feedback control law
δE =
v − L3fh(x)
LgL2fh(x)
=
v − ( g
VT
F 2γ cosγ + E
2
γFγ + LˆαEγq + LˆαMˆ0 + LˆαMˆα(θ − γ) + LˆαMˆqq)
LˆαMˆδE
(5.42)
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transforms system (5.35) into Brunovsky canonical form in Reference [15] as
z˙1 = z2
z˙2 = z3
z˙3 = v
(5.43)
where the output equation is y = h(x) = z1 and v is the new input signal. The
linear backstepping-based design in Reference [68] is used to drive the new input v
of system (5.43) as
v = −c1c2c3(γ − γref )− (c1c2 + c1c3 + c2c3)Lfh(x)− (c1 + c2 + c3)L2fh(x) (5.44)
where c1, c2, c3 are positive gains. By combining equation (5.42) and equation (5.44),
the state feedback control law for the nonlinear flight dynamics is achieved as shown
by
δE =
1
LˆαMˆδE
{−c1c2c3(γ − γref )− (c1c2 + c1c3 + c2c3)Lfh(x)− (c1 + c2 + c3)L2fh(x)
− ( g
VT
F 2γ cosγ + E
2
γFγ + LˆαEγq + LˆαMˆ0 + LˆαMˆα(θ − γ) + LˆαMˆqq)}
(5.45)
After a coordinate transformation
z˜1 = z1 − γref
z˜2 = z2 + c1(z1 − γref )
z˜3 = z3 + c1c2(z1 − γref ) + (c1 + c2)z2
(5.46)
and utilizing the feedback control law (5.44), the nonlinear flight dynamic system
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(5.43) is transformed into a state decoupled linear system (3.36), or
˙˜z1 = −c1z˜1
˙˜z2 = −c2z˜2
˙˜z3 = −c3z˜3
(5.47)
where c1, c2, c3 are positive gains.
Thus, feedback linearization-based design is able to transform the nonlinear dy-
namic system (5.35) into separate state decoupled linear systems (5.47). To show
that the resulting state feedback control law (5.45) and achieved state decoupled
linear system (5.47) in this approach is able to be achieved by another approach,
a backstepping-based design is considered next. In Section 5.4.2, the backstepping-
based design approach is presented for clarity and an equivalence in some meaning
between the two methods is discussed.
5.4.2 BACKSTEPPING-BASED CONTROL DESIGN
Step 1.
The θ variable is regarded as a control input in the first relation of equation
(5.35) which is considered the first subsystem. Thus, θ is chosen to make the first
subsystem globally asymptotically stable. The chosen α1 function is called a virtual
control law. By introducing z1 as
z1 = γ − γref (5.48)
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and by differentiating both sides in time and combining with equation (5.48),
z˙1 = γ˙ = − g
VT
cos(z1 + γref ) + Lˆ0 − Lˆα(z1 + γref ) + Lˆαθ (5.49)
For the equation (5.49) system, a CLF V1(z1) can be chosen such that when the
virtual control law is applied, its time derivative becomes negatively definite. The
positive definite function is chosen as
V1(z1) =
1
2
z21 (5.50)
By taking the derivative in time of equation (5.50) and combining with equation
(5.49), one finds the result
V˙1(z1) = z1z˙1 = z1(− g
VT
cos(z1 + γref ) + Lˆ0 − Lˆα(z1 + γref ) + Lˆαθ) (5.51)
By satisfying the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov for equa-
tion (5.51), a virtual control law denoted as α1 for θ can be chosen as
−c1z1 = − g
VT
cos(z1 + γref ) + Lˆ0 − Lˆα(z1 + γref ) + Lˆαθ
⇒ θref ≡ α1(c1, γ, γref ) = 1
Lˆα
[−c1(γ − γref ) + g
VT
cosγ − Lˆ0 + Lˆαγ]
(5.52)
where c1 is a positive gain. By doing so, the CLF derivative is negatively definite.
V˙1(z1) = z1z˙1 = −c1z21 ∀ z1 6= 0 (5.53)
Step 2.
By choosing the state feedback in equation (5.52) and a change of coordinate
indicated below
z2 = θ − α1(c1, γ, γref ) (5.54)
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the second subsystem can be re-written as follows
z˙1 = −c1z1
z˙2 = q − 1
Lˆα
(−c1Fγ − EγFγ)
(5.55)
where Fγ = − gVT cosγ + Lˆ0 + Lˆα(θ − γ), Eγ =
g
VT
sinγ − Lˆα
A CLF V2(z1, z2) can be chosen such that it makes the subsystem in equation
(5.55) asymptotically stable with the virtual control law α2 for q, i.e.,
V2(z1, z2) = V1(z1) +
1
2
z22 (5.56)
Taking the derivative of equation (5.56) in time and combining with equation (5.55)
results in
V˙2(z1, z2) = −c1z21 + z2(q −
1
Lˆα
(−c1Fγ − EγFγ)) (5.57)
To meet the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov for equation
(5.57), a virtual control law α2 can be chosen such that
−c2z2 = q − 1
Lˆα
(−c1Fγ − EγFγ)
⇒ qref ≡ α2(c1, c2, γ, θ, γref ) = 1
Lˆα
[−c1c2(γ − γref )− (c1 + c2)Fγ − EγFγ]
(5.58)
where c2 is a positive gain. By doing so, the CLF derivative is negatively definite.
V˙1(z1) = −c1z21 − c2z22 ∀ z1, z2 6= 0 (5.59)
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Step 3.
By choosing the state feedbacks in equations (5.52) and (5.58), and a change of
coordinate in equations (5.48), (5.54), and (5.60) indicated below
z3 = q − α2(c1, c2, γ, θ, γref ) (5.60)
the third subsystem can be re-written as follows
z˙1 = −c1z1
z˙2 = −c2z2
z˙3 = Mˆ0 + Mˆα(z2 + α1)− Mˆα(z1 + γref ) + Mˆqq + MˆδEδE − α˙2
(5.61)
where α2(c1, c2, γ, θ, γref ) is determined in equation (5.58), leading to
α˙2 =
1
Lˆα
{−c1c2Fγ − (c1 + c2)(EγFγ + Lˆαq)− g
VT
F 2γ cosγ − E2γFγ − LˆαEγq} (5.62)
A CLF V3(z1, z2, z3) can be chosen such that it makes the final subsystem (5.61)
globally asymptotically stable with the control law δE, i.e.,
V3(z1, z2, z3) = V2(z1, z2) +
1
2
z23 (5.63)
Taking the derivative of equation (5.63) in time and combining with equation (5.61)
results in
V˙3(z1, z2, z3) = −c1z21 − c2z22 + z3{Mˆ0 + Mˆα(z2 + α1)− Mˆα(z1 + γref ) + Mˆqq
+ MˆδEδE − α˙2}
(5.64)
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To meet the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov for equation
(5.64), a control law δE can be chosen such that
−c3z3 = Mˆ0 + Mˆα(z2 + α1)− Mˆα(z1 + γref ) + Mˆqq + MˆδEδE − α˙2
⇒ δE = 1
MˆδE
[−c3(q − α2)− Mˆ0 − Mˆαθ + Mˆαγ − Mˆqq + α˙2]
(5.65)
where c3 is a positive gain.
By substituting for α2 and α˙2 from equations (5.58), (5.62), respectively, into
equation (5.65), the control δE is achieved as
δE =
1
LˆαMˆδE
{−c1c2c3(γ − γref )− (c1c2 + c1c3 + c2c3)Fγ − (c1 + c2 + c3)(EγFγ + Lˆαq)
− ( g
VT
F 2γ cosγ + E
2
γFγ + LˆαEγq + LˆαMˆ0 + LˆαMˆα(θ − γ) + LˆαMˆqq)}
(5.66)
where c1, c2, c3 are positive gains. Introduce the Lie derivative notation in Definition
2.4, or
Lfh(x) = Fγ
L2fh(x) = EγFγ + Lˆαq
(5.67)
By combining the equation (5.66) and equation (5.67), one gets
δE =
1
LˆαMˆδE
{−c1c2c3(γ − γref )− (c1c2 + c1c3 + c2c3)Lfh(x)− (c1 + c2 + c3)L2fh(x)
− ( g
VT
F 2γ cosγ + E
2
γFγ + LˆαEγq + LˆαMˆ0 + LˆαMˆα(θ − γ) + LˆαMˆqq)}
(5.68)
By doing so, the CLF derivative is again negatively definite.
V˙3(z1, z2, z3) = −c1z21 − c2z22 − c3z23 ∀ z1, z2, z3 6= 0 (5.69)
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Thus, there exists a CLF in equation (5.63), state feedback laws in equations
(5.52), (5.58), and (5.65), and a change of state transformations in equations (5.48),
(5.54), and (5.60), such that the system (5.35) is transformed into a state decoupled
linear system (5.70), which is the same as system (5.47) with positive gains c1, c2, c3.
z˙1 = −c1z1
z˙2 = −c2z2
z˙3 = −c3z3
(5.70)
Comparing equation (5.45) with equation (5.68), and equation (5.47) with equa-
tion (5.70), respectively, leads to the conclusion that both feedback linearization-
based and backstepping-based design approaches are equivalent. Also, the designed
dynamic system is asymptotically stable and the output tends to zero without over-
shoot with positive gains. In other words, the tracking performance of the two sys-
tems occur with no overshoot. The desired settling time and rise time of the systems
are obtained by tuning the gains. Thus, the stability and performance specifications
are achieved by either of the two proposed control designs.
5.4.3 EQUIVALENCE CONTROL STUDY OF F-16 MODEL
The aerodynamic data of the F-16 aircraft model used for numerical simulation
here is the same as in Section 4.3 in Chapter 4. The closed-loop simulator based on
the control law in equation (5.66) or (5.42) and a similar block diagram in Figure 3.1
in Chapter 3 is tested with two different flight path command profiles away from the
trim condition. In the first profile, a small command of 5 degrees for flight path angle
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is applied and in the second profile, the reference flight path angle will be put at 5
degrees for the first five seconds, at 20 degrees for the next ten seconds, and then 15
degrees for the remaining time. Also, the numerical results are validated with both
true model and design model for comparison.
Case 1: Simple Step Excitation
Figure 5.2 shows the time response of flight path angle for an applied command of
5 degrees. This result was generated with c1 = 1.32 s
−1, c2 = 1.23 s−1, c3 = 1.42 s−1.
These specific gain values were computed from an optimization process described
further in Reference [52]. The result shows tracking performance characteristics of
the aircraft are obtained with no overshoot and a fast response. Figures 5.3 and 5.4
show the elevator travel and elevator rate responses required to achieve the flight
path angle response in Figure 5.2. Peak travel and rate values are within actuation
technology for typical high-performance airframes. For other numerical simulations,
settling time can be reduced by increasing the gains but limitations from the elevator
actuation system will eventually be reached. Thus, a trade-off between settling time
and actuation requirement exists for the closed-loop aircraft. The responses shown
here are obtainable from either the feedback linearization design technique or the
backstepping design technique, as the two methods give identical control laws and
closed-loop systems in this application. One concern of either design technique is the
significance of modeling assumptions required to bring the original nonlinear aircraft
dynamics model in equation (4.1) to the nonlinear triangular affine form in equation
(5.1).
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Figure 5.2: Flight Path Angle Response for Step Command of 5 degrees
Figure 5.2 shows the two closed-loop flight path angle responses when the control
law is applied to the original or true model and the simplified or design model.
For the 5 degree command case, very little difference between the two models is
noted. The response using the original model experiences a slightly different but
non-significant change to the rise and steady state behavior. Accurate and quick
tracking performance is maintained with the original aircraft model.
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Figure 5.3: Elevator Travel Response for Step Command of 5 degrees
Case 2: Complex Step Excitation
Figure 5.5 shows the time response of flight path angle for a series of step com-
mands of varying levels. The data shows the settling time is approximately 6 seconds
regardless of the step amplitude. The control system is able to follow the command
across small and large inputs. Figure 5.5 again shows a comparison when the control
law is applied to the original and simplified models. Note when applied to the true
(or original) model, the response experiences an overshoot transient for the 15 degree
command change out to γ = 20 degrees but rises faster than the design model (or
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Figure 5.4: Elevator Rate Response for Step Command of 5 degrees
simplified model) response. Overall, the flight path angle time response of the air-
craft is well-behaved in tracking and the performance specifications are obtained with
high reliability. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the required elevator activity to achieve
this performance. Note the larger flight path commands incur increased elevator
rate. Due to the established equivalence between the feedback linearizing controller
and the backstepping controller, either technique leads to the augmented response
in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Flight Path Angle Response for Multi-Step Command
Thus, by applying the proposed theory, the state decoupling problem for the lon-
gitudinal dynamic model is obtained by coordinate transformations and a feedback
control law with some simplifying assumptions. The resulting controller makes the
original system a well-behaved command tracking and asymptotically globally sta-
ble system. Further, the response of the system has no overshoot. From the above
simulation results, some comments are made.
• The flight path angle time response for a step command of 5 degrees shown in
Figure 5.2 meets the performance specifications with no overshoot and with a
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Figure 5.6: Elevator Travel Response for Multi-Step Command
settling time of 6 seconds.
• The simulation result shown in Figure 5.5 demonstrates the proposed control
algorithm works well in different operating conditions.
• The comparison result shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.5 suggests the simplify-
ing assumptions are valid for this specific numerical model and input amplitude
range.
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Figure 5.7: Elevator Rate Response for Multi-Step Command
5.5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This chapter investigates an equivalence of the feedback linearization-based design
method and the backstepping-based design approach for a specific class of nonlinear
dynamic systems under some assumptions. The specific class is denoted a triangular
affine system. Implications from the equivalence are that the stability and perfor-
mance properties of one method are the same for the other method. Thus, a property
known to exist only for one method could be used to prove the property also holds
for the other. Also, suspected advantage of one method over the other is proven to
be a false conjecture. Both approaches are able to transform the nonlinear dynamic
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system into a canonical state decoupled linear dynamic system form by the coordi-
nate transformations and nonlinear state feedbacks. Further, the resulting nonlinear
feedback control law obtained by the feedback linearization method matches exactly
with the nonlinear controller achieved by the backstepping-based design approach.
The open question arises on whether there exists a broader mergence between feed-
back linearization-based and backstepping-based design approaches for more general
model structure.
Demonstrations are considered and validated via flight path angle control cor-
responding to the longitudinal dynamics of a high-performance aircraft simulation
model. Algorithms are tested and evaluated with analytical models and nonlinear
closed-loop simulation. The analytical control law and numerical simulation results
show that the proposed control design algorithms are applicable, reliable, and highly
accurate. With the rapid development of the digital computer, the nonlinear feed-
back controllers prove helpful for providing enhanced stability and performance.
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CHAPTER 6
INTEGRATOR-BACKSTEPPING CONTROL FOR
FLIGHT DYNAMICS
In this chapter, the integrator-backstepping-based control in Section 3.3 of Chap-
ter 3 is applied for nonlinear flight dynamics of an aircraft. Particularly, the flight
path angle control corresponding to the nonlinear longitudinal dynamics of an F-
16 aircraft model is considered. Firstly, some assumptions of nonlinear longitudinal
dynamics of an aircraft are introduced to transform the original nonlinear model
into the standard strict-feedback form in the presence of parameter errors and dis-
turbances for design suitability. Secondly, control designs are implemented for the
standard model in order to achieve the design goals. The integrator-backstepping
control design steps are provided to formulate the IBSC law for the nominal standard
model of nonlinear longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft. Finally, numerical simula-
tion is implemented for the proposed approach to validate and evaluate the proposed
algorithm via the nonlinear closed-loop augmentation of a high-performance aircraft
model.
6.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider the aircraft longitudinal dynamics depicted in Figure 4.1. Some assump-
tions are considered to assist in transforming the aircraft model in equation (2.26)
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to the standard strict-feedback form in the presence of parameter errors in equation
(3.37).
• Airspeed is constant for short period dynamics, i.e., V˙T = 0.
• Lift force is a sinusoidal function of the angle of attack, or L = (L˜ + δL)sinα,
where L˜ is constant and δL is a parameter error term from the actual L.
• Thrust point offset is neglected or zTF = 0 is valid for F-16 model.
• Influence of wind speed on attack angle is also considered as (α − αw), where
αw is a bounded random variable with |αw| ≤ 5o.
• Assume that wind velocity is small or sinαw ' αw, and cosαw ' 1.
With these assumptions and use of the relationship α = θ − γ, the mathematical
model of longitudinal motion of the aircraft is re-written as
γ˙ =
1
mVT
([Lˆ+ FT ]sin(θ − γ)−mgcosγ) + Φ(α)αw
θ˙ = q
q˙ = u
where
u =
1
Iy
(M + FT zTF )
(6.1)
and where L is approximated by L˜ + δL = Lˆ. Also the term Φ(α)αw represents an
approximation of the wind effect, where Φ(α) = 1
mVT
(Lˆ+ FT )cosα.
The objective is to design a control law for the parameterized strict-feedback
system (6.1) such that the flight path angle (γ) output signal tends to the command
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(γref ) asymptotically where γref is a constant, and global asymptotic stability is
achieved with zero or acceptably small overshoot in the system in the presence of
the model parameter errors and wind disturbance. The proposed control approach
in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3 is used for achieving the design goals. In the next section,
a IBSC formulation is provided for the nominal form of system (6.1).
6.2 CONTROL LAW FORMULATION
The main point of this demonstration is to show the formulation for the IBSC law
applied to the nominal standard strict-feedback model of nonlinear longitudinal flight
systems. Then a closed-loop system for a flight path angle control is provided to val-
idate the proposed method. Consider a nominal strict-feedback form of longitudinal
motion of the aircraft as
γ˙ =
1
mVT
([Lˆ+ FT ]sin(θ − γ)−mgcosγ)
θ˙ = q
q˙ = u
where
u =
1
Iy
(M + FT zTF )
(6.2)
Note that the system in equation (6.2) possesses the standard strict-feedback form
similar to equation (3.2). The next step is to design the integrator-backstepping
control law for nonlinear longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft by using the control
design in Section 3.3. The complete system in equation (6.2) is divided into three
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subsystems. The first consists of the first relation of equation (6.2), the second con-
sists of the first two relations of equation (6.2), and the last consists of the whole
system in equation (6.2). After applying the backstepping method with each subsys-
tem, as noted above, the resulting IBSC logic is proven to possess globally asymptotic
stability using the CLF. The following development is the procedure to formulate the
IBSC law with a desired flight path angle (γref ).
Step 1.
The state variable θ is regarded a control input of the first relation of equation
(6.2) which is considered as the first subsystem. Thus, θ is chosen to make the first
subsystem globally asymptotically stable. The chosen α1 for the θ function is called
a virtual control law. By introducing a modified tracking error γ˜ as
γ˜ = (γ − γref ) + σ (6.3)
where σ = c0
∫ t
0
e(τ)dτ, e(t) = γ − γref , and e(t) is defined as the normal tracking
error and c0 is a positive gain. Differentiating both sides of equation (6.3) in time
and combining with the first relation of equation (6.2) result in
˙˜γ = γ˙ + σ˙
=
1
mVT
{[Lˆ+ FT ]sin(θ − γ)−mgcosγ}+ σ˙
(6.4)
where σ˙ = c0e or σ˙ = c0(γ − γref ).
For the system (6.4), a CLF V1(γ˜) in terms of Definition 2.8 can be chosen such
that when the virtual control law is applied, its time derivative becomes negatively
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definite. The positive definite function is chosen as
V1(γ˜) =
1
2
γ˜2 (6.5)
Taking the time derivative of equation (6.5) and combining with equation (6.4), one
achieves
V˙1(γ˜) = γ˜ ˙˜γ
= γ˜{ 1
mVT
([Lˆ+ FT ]sin(θ − γ)−mgcosγ) + σ˙}
(6.6)
By satisfying the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in The-
orem 2.2 for equation (6.6), a virtual control law denoted as α1 for θ can be chosen
as
−c1γ˜ = 1
mVT
([Lˆ+ FT ]sin(θ − γ)−mgcosγ) + σ˙
⇒ θref ≡ α1 = γ + arcsin{ 1
Lˆ+ FT
[−mVT c1σ −mVT (c0 + c1)e+mgcosγ]}
(6.7)
where c1 is the positive gain. By doing so, the CLF derivative is negatively definite
V˙1(γ˜) = γ˜ ˙˜γ = −c1γ˜2 < 0 ∀ γ˜ 6= 0 (6.8)
Step 2.
By choosing the state feedback in equation (6.7) and a change of coordinate in
equation (6.3), the second subsystem can be re-written as follows
˙˜γ = −c1γ˜
θ˙ = q
(6.9)
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The signal θref is considered as a command for the system (6.9) and the modified
tracking error for pitch angle is introduced as
θ˜ = θ − α1 (6.10)
With this, the second subsystem can be re-written as follows
˙˜γ = −c1γ˜
˙˜θ = q − α˙1
(6.11)
where α˙1 is determined as functions of the c0, c1 gains, the γ state, γref command, the
σ integrator, and known parameter Lˆ. The state variable q is regarded as a control
input in equation (6.11) and a CLF V2(γ˜, θ˜) can be chosen such that it makes the
subsystem in equation (6.11) asymptotically stable with the virtual control law, i.e.,
V2(γ˜, θ˜) = V1(γ˜) +
1
2
θ˜2 (6.12)
By taking the time derivative of equation (6.12) and combining with equation (6.11),
one finds the result
V˙2(γ˜, θ˜) = −c1γ˜2 + θ˜ ˙˜θ = −c1γ˜2 + θ˜(q − α˙1) (6.13)
To meet the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theorem
2.2 for equation (6.13), a virtual control law denoted as α2 for q can be chosen such
that
−c2θ˜ = q − α˙1
⇒ qref ≡ α2 = −c2(θ − α1) + α˙1
(6.14)
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where c2 is a positive gain and α˙1 is determined from equations (6.15), (6.16), (6.17).
α˙1 = Fγ − mgFγsinγ +mVT (c0 + c1)Fγ +mVT c0c1e
(Lˆ+ FT )
√
1−X2
(6.15)
X =
1
Lˆ+ FT
{−mVT c1σ −mVT (c0 + c1)e+mgcosγ} (6.16)
Fγ =
1
mVT
([Lˆ+ FT ]sin(θ − γ)−mgcosγ) (6.17)
By doing so, the CLF derivative is negatively definite, or
V˙2(γ˜, θ˜) = −c1γ˜2 − c2θ˜2 < 0 ∀ γ˜, θ˜ 6= 0 (6.18)
Step 3.
By choosing the state feedbacks in equations (6.7), (6.14), and a change of state
transformations in equations (6.3), (6.10), the complete system can be re-written as
˙˜γ = −c1γ˜
˙˜θ = −c2θ˜
q˙ = u
(6.19)
The signal qref is considered as a command for the system (6.19) and the modified
tracking error for pitch rate is introduced in equation (6.20), i.e.,
q˜ = q − α2 (6.20)
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With this, the third subsystem (or complete system) is re-written as follows
˙˜γ = −c1γ˜
˙˜θ = −c2θ˜
˙˜q = u− α˙2
(6.21)
where α˙2 is determined by equations (6.22), (6.23), (6.24), (6.25), and (6.26).
α˙2 = −c2(q − α˙1) + α¨1 (6.22)
α¨1 = F˙γ +
X¨(1−X2) +XX˙2
(1−X2)3/2 (6.23)
F˙γ =
1
mVT
{(Lˆ+ FT )(q − Fγ)cos(θ − γ) +mgFγsinγ} (6.24)
X˙ =
1
Lˆ+ FT
{−mVT c0c1e−mVT (c0 + c1)Fγ −mgFγsinγ} (6.25)
X¨ =
1
Lˆ+ FT
{−mVT c0c1Fγ −mVT (c0 + c1)F˙γ −mgF˙γsinγ −mgF 2γ cosγ} (6.26)
Thus, the real control u can be chosen to make the system (6.21) globally asymptot-
ically stable.
A CLF V3(γ˜, θ˜, q˜) in terms of Definition 2.8 can be chosen such that it makes
the system (6.21) asymptotically stable with the associated control law. The CLF
function in terms of Definition 2.8 is
V3(γ˜, θ˜, q˜) = V2(γ˜, θ˜) +
1
2
q˜2 (6.27)
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Taking the derivative of equation (6.27) in time and combining with equation (6.21)
results in
V˙3(γ˜, θ˜, q˜) = −c1γ˜2 − c2θ˜2 + q˜ ˙˜q
= −c1γ˜2 − c2θ˜2 + q˜(u− α˙2)
(6.28)
To meet the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theorem
2.2 for equation (6.28), an integrator-backstepping control law for the system (6.2)
u is chosen such that
−c3q˜ = u− α2
⇒ u ≡ α3 = −c3(q − α2) + α˙2
(6.29)
where c3 is a positive gain. By doing so, the required sign condition on V˙3(γ˜, θ˜, q˜) is
achieved.
V˙3(γ˜, θ˜, q˜) = −c1γ˜2 − c2θ˜2 − c3q˜2 < 0 ∀ γ˜, θ˜, q˜ 6= 0 (6.30)
Thus, there exists a CLF in terms of Definition 2.8 in equation (6.27), state feedback
laws in equations (6.7), (6.14) and (6.29), and change of state transformations in
equations (6.3), (6.10) and (6.20), so that the system is transformed into a state
decoupled linear system as
˙˜γ = −c1γ˜
˙˜θ = −c2θ˜
˙˜q = −c3q˜
(6.31)
By examining system (6.31), one can conclude that the system time response is
globally asymptotically stable and converges to the origin. This behavior implies that
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the flight path angle of the aircraft will have a well-tracking response that follows the
command. Also, the desired settling time and rise time of the system are achieved
by optimally tuning the gains in Reference [52]. Thus, the stability and performance
specifications of the system (6.2) are obtained with the IBSC law (6.29). A block
diagram of the integrator-backstepping-based control design is provided in Figure
6.1.
Figure 6.1: Block Diagram of Integrator-Backstepping-Based Flight Path Angle Con-
trol
6.3 F-16 MODEL FLIGHT PATH SIMULATION STUDY
The aerodynamic data of the F-16 aircraft model used for numerical simulation
is the same as in Section 4.3 in Chapter 4. The closed-loop simulator based on
the control law in equation (6.29) and block diagram in Figure 6.1 is tested with
two different flight path command profiles away from the trim condition. In the
first profile, a small command of 5 degrees for flight path angle is applied to the
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design model and true model without the presence of disturbances. In the second
profile, the reference flight path angle will be put at 5 degrees in the presence of
wind disturbance (αw) which has a random behavior but magnitude between -5 and
5 degrees in Figure 6.2. Also, the stability robustness of the proposed algorithm
is examined in the last case by implementing the wind disturbance in Figure 6.3,
in which the wind angle of attack is constant. The validation of assumptions for
achieving the standard model is verified by comparing the simulation results with
both the design model and true model. Also, these results were generated with gains
c1 = 1.32 s
−1, c2 = 1.23 s−1, c3 = 1.42 s−1, similar to the gain set in Reference [52].
These specific gain values were computed from an optimization process described
further in Reference [52].
Figure 6.2: Attack Angle Wind Disturbance with Random but Bounded Magnitude
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Figure 6.3: Attack Angle Wind Disturbance with Constant Magnitude
Case 1: Step Excitation without Wind Disturbance
Figure 6.4 shows the time responses of flight path angle for an applied command
of 5 degrees without the presence of wind on the flight condition. The red (or solid)
line shows time response of flight path angle of the aircraft for the design model. The
blue (or dash) line represents the response for the true model. Time responses in
the two models are with no overshoot and with a 6 second settling time. The small
difference in simulation results for the two models validates the given assumptions.
The outcomes are verified again in the prediction by the proposed theoretical de-
velopment in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3. Overall, the flight path angle time response
of the aircraft is well-behaved in tracking and the performance specifications are
achieved with high reliability. Figure 6.5 shows the elevator time responses in which
the red (or solid) line shows the elevator time response for the aircraft design model,
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Figure 6.4: Flight Path Angle Response for Step Command of 5 degrees
while the blue (or dash) line represents the aircraft true model. The response of the
elevator simulated with the design model has a larger magnitude than the response
simulated with the true model. This difference is due to the approximated lift of the
aircraft.
Case 2: Step Excitation with Random Wind Disturbance
Figure 6.6 shows the time responses of flight path angle for an applied command
of 5 degrees for the true model under two different disturbances. The solid line shows
the time response of flight path angle of the aircraft with the presence of random
magnitude wind disturbance, as shown in Figure 6.2. The dash line represents the
response without any disturbance. The results show that the response of flight path
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Figure 6.5: Elevator Response for Step Command of 5 degrees
angle of the aircraft has small variation around the command but the closed-loop
tracking behavior is still acceptable. Figure 6.7 shows the corresponding elevator
response.
Case 3: Step Excitation with Constant Wind Disturbance
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show the time responses of flight path angle and the
elevator of the aircraft with a single excitation of 5 degrees for the true model. In this
simulation, the disturbance on the attack angle is applied at a constant magnitude
of 5 degrees, as shown in Figure 6.3. The solid line in Figure 6.8 shows the time
response of flight path angle of the aircraft with the wind disturbance and the dash
line represents the response without any disturbance. The result shows the time
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Figure 6.6: Flight Path Angle Response for Step Command of 5 degrees with Random
Disturbance
response of flight path angle is recovered in the presence of the disturbance on attack
angle after 5 seconds. Figure 6.9 shows that the elevator of the aircraft needs to be
adjusted in order to track the command. Also, the results in Figure 6.7 and Figure
6.9 show the elevator response lies within the actuator capabilities in Reference [62].
From the primary results, some conclusions are made below.
• The proposed control algorithm is employed in a numerical nonlinear closed-
loop simulation. The IBSC law provides stability and well-behaved tracking of
a command for a class of nonlinear strict-feedback systems.
• The simulation results represent robust stability of the proposed control strat-
egy in the presence of the model parameter error and disturbance.
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Figure 6.7: Elevator Response for Step Command of 5 degrees with Random Distur-
bance
6.4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The research investigates an integrator-backstepping control methodology for a
strict-feedback form of a nonlinear dynamic system in the presence of model parame-
ter errors and disturbances. A systematic procedure is addressed firstly for formulat-
ing the IBSC law for the nominal strict-feedback model of a nonlinear flight dynamic
system. The formulation starts with a definition of a modified tracking error by
adding an integral term to the normal tracking error, and then, a recursive sequence
of coordinate transformations and control Lyapunov function feedback selections re-
sults in an IBSC law to make the system well-behaved in tracking and asymptotically
stable. To show the applicability, the flight path angle control corresponding to the
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Figure 6.8: Flight Path Angle Response for Step Command of 5 degrees with Con-
stant Disturbance
nonlinear longitudinal dynamics of the F-16 aircraft model is addressed. An assump-
tion on the lift force of the aircraft as a sinusoidal function of attack angle and wind
disturbance supports the simplifying of the longitudinal dynamics of an aircraft to
the standard strict-feedback form of nonlinear flight dynamics in the presence of the
disturbance. The control design is applied for the standard nominal model to achieve
the IBSC law for nonlinear longitudinal dynamics of an aircraft. A numerical simu-
lation is implemented to validate and evaluate the proposed algorithm via nonlinear
closed-loop augmentation of a high-performance aircraft model.
Numerical results indicate that the control design goals, such as well-behaved
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Figure 6.9: Elevator Response for Step Command of 5 degrees with Constant Dis-
turbance
command following with no overshoot and asymptotic stability, are achieved by us-
ing the integrator-backstepping-based control method. Besides the IBSC-based con-
trol method providing improvements on performance and stability as compared to
the BSC-based control, the modified logic is able to eliminate the effects of distur-
bances. However, the IBSC-based control design needs an extra gain and variable
as compared to the BSC-based control in order to implement the control action. In
reality, the use of either a BSC-based or an IBSC-based control depends on system
properties and requirements of the design goals. The IBSC-based control method is
a good candidate for control analysis and design of the nonlinear dynamic systems
in which the design model is not known precisely and the performance of the system
is required with high accuracy.
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CHAPTER 7
BACKSTEPPING-BASED ROLL ANGLE CONTROL
In this chapter, the research is presented on the proposed BSC/IBSC-based rolling
angle control of an L-59 aircraft model under varying pitch and yaw angles. In
the first section, an introduction of an L-59 aircraft model and range of operational
conditions are presented, and then a backstepping control law formulation is provided
in the second section. In the third section, the control allocation and concepts of
semi-variable and variable gains are introduced. Finally, experimental results are
presented in the fourth section and a summary and remarks will end the chapter.
7.1 INTRODUCTION
Consider the L-59 model airplane in the 2014-2015 free-to-roll (FTR) experiment
in Figure 7.1 The mathematical model of the FTR L-59 aircraft model is written in a
Figure 7.1: L-59 Aircraft Model at NASA Langley Research Center
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multi-input single-output (MISO) strict-feedback form of nonlinear dynamic systems
in References [69], [70].
φ˙ = p
p˙ =
1
Ixx
(mgzcgsinφ+ q¯SbCl(E))
(7.1)
where E is a vector of explanatory variables, the parameters and variables are defined
in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2, respectively. The vector E includes the variables α-
attack angle, β-sideslip angle, p-roll rate, δal-left aileron, and δar -right aileron. By
Table 7.1: Definition of Experimental Variables
Variables Description Value Unit
Ixx Moment of Inertia 0.08 slug − ft2
S Wing reference area 3.14 ft2
b Wing reference span 3.937 ft
zcg Center of gravity position with re-
spect to the roll axis
-0.0108 ft
mg Test model weight 27.45 lbf
Table 7.2: Definition of Measured Variables
Variables Description Range Unit
φ Roll or Bank angle -90 to 90 deg
p Roll rate -200 to 200 deg/s
p˙ Roll acceleration -200 to 200 deg
s2
δal Left aileron deflection command -25 to 25 deg
δar Right aileron deflection command -25 to 25 deg
α Angle of attack 0 to 40 deg
β Sideslip angle -40 to 40 deg
q¯ Dynamic pressure 2 lbf/ft2
Cl(E) Body axis aerodynamic rolling
moment function
[-] [−]
θ Sting pitch angle 0 to 25 deg
ψ Sting yaw angle -20 to 20 deg
introducing the new control input u = Cl(E), the system (7.1) can be re-written as
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a SISO strict-feedback system (7.2).
φ˙ = p
p˙ =
1
Ixx
(mgzcgsinφ+ q¯Sbu)
(7.2)
Problem Statement
The objective is to design a control law u for the SISO strict-feedback system
(7.2) such that φ(t) −→ φref asymptotically where φref is a constant. Further,
global asymptotic stability is to be achieved with zero or acceptably small overshoots
approximated to be 2 % and a 1.2 second settling time in the presence of model
parameter errors and varying sting pitch and yaw angles. With the achieved new
control input, a follow on problem is to allocate the new input u to the real inputs
δal-left aileron and δar -right aileron to achieve the performance specifications.
7.2 F2R CONTROL DESIGN OF L-59 AIRCRAFT MODEL
The system (7.2) is a second order SISO strict-feedback system. Therefore, the
BSC/IBSC-based strategy in Chapter 3 is applied to the system (7.2) in order to
achieve the control laws which satisfy the requirements. Note that the IBSC-based
method is exactly the same as the BSC-based method with the exception of a zero
gain for the integrator term. Thus, the IBSC formulation is only presented in this
chapter. The following development provides steps for formulating the IBSC law.
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Step 1.
The state variable p is regarded as a control input of the first relation in equation
(7.2), which is considered as the first subsystem. Thus, the variable p is chosen to
make the first subsystem globally asymptotically stable. The chosen α1 for the p
function is called a virtual control law. By introducing a modified tracking error ξ1
as
ξ1 = (φ− φref ) + σ (7.3)
where σ = c0
∫ t
0
e(τ)dτ , e(t) = φ − φref , and e(t) is defined as the normal tracking
error and c0 is a positive gain. Differentiating both sides of equation (7.3) in time
and combining with the first relation of equation (7.2), one achieves
ξ˙1 = p+ σ˙ (7.4)
where σ˙ = c0e.
For the system (7.4), a CLF V1(ξ1), in terms of Definition 2.8, can be chosen such
that when the virtual control law is applied, its time derivative becomes negatively
definite. The positive definite function is chosen as
V1(ξ1) =
1
2
ξ1
2 (7.5)
Taking the derivative of equation (7.5) in time and combining with equation (7.4)
achieves
V˙1(ξ1) = ξ1ξ˙1 = ξ1(p+ σ˙) (7.6)
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By satisfying the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in The-
orem 2.2 for equation (7.6), a virtual control law denoted as α1 for p can be chosen
as
−c1ξ1 = p+ σ˙
⇒ p ≡ α1 = −(c0 + c1)(φ− φref )− c1σ
(7.7)
where c1 is a positive gain. By doing so, the CLF derivative is negatively definite.
V˙1(ξ1) = ξ1ξ˙1 = −c1ξ21 < 0 ∀ ξ1 6= 0 (7.8)
Step 2.
By choosing the state feedback in equation (7.7) and a change of coordinate in
equations (7.3), (7.9), as shown below
ξ2 = p− α1 (7.9)
the second subsystem or full system can be re-written as follows
ξ˙1 = −c1ξ1
ξ˙2 =
1
Ixx
(mgzcgsinφ+ q¯Sbu)− α˙1
(7.10)
where α˙1 is determined below
α˙1 = −(c0 + c1)p− c0c1(φ− φref ) (7.11)
A CLF V2(ξ1, ξ2) can be chosen such that it makes the subsystem in equation (7.10)
asymptotically stable with the control law, i.e.,
V2(ξ1, ξ2) = V1(ξ1) +
1
2
ξ22 (7.12)
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By taking the derivative of equation (7.12) in time and combining with equation
(7.10), one finds the result
V˙2(ξ1, ξ2) = −c1ξ21 + ξ2{
1
Ixx
(mgzcgsinφ+ q¯Sbu)− α˙1} (7.13)
To meet the asymptotically stable condition in the sense of Lyapunov in Theorem
2.2 for equation (7.13), a nonlinear control law can be chosen such that
−c2ξ2 = 1
Ixx
(mgzcgsinφ+ q¯Sbu)− α˙1
⇒ u = Ixx
q¯Sb
{−c2(p− α1) + α˙1 − 1
Ixx
mgzcgsin(φ)}
(7.14)
where c2 is a positive gain, and α1 and α˙1 are determined by equations (7.7) and
(7.11), respectively. By doing so, the CLF derivative is negatively definite, or
V˙2(ξ1, ξ2) = −c1ξ21 − c2ξ22 < 0 ∀ ξ1, ξ2 6= 0 (7.15)
By choosing the state feedback in equation (7.7), the control law in equation
(7.14), and changes of coordinate in equations (7.3) and (7.9), the system (7.2) is
transformed into the state decoupled linear system as
ξ˙1 = −c1ξ1
ξ˙2 = −c2ξ2
(7.16)
Analysis and discussion of the system (7.16) concerning how the proposed control
augmentation works was made in Section 3.3 of the Chapter 3.
7.3 CONTROL ALLOCATION AND GAIN DESIGN
By introducing the new control input u = Cl(E), the MISO system (7.1) can be
re-written in equation (7.2) or in a SISO form that is convenient for the backstepping
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approach. The next step is to allocate the u control input on the right and left aileron
deflections. With the achieved u in equation (7.14) and Cl(E) in terms of other state
variables, one problem is to find the solutions for δal , δar from the equation u = Cl(E)
with a given current set of state variables in order to make the output track the
command. Two approaches are proposed:
• Find the solution of an algebraic equation by iteration methods.
• Find the solution of an algebraic equation by optimization methods.
A second problem is to find acceptable values for the gains c0, c1, c2 appearing in the
control law. Two approaches are proposed:
• Find the solution of an optimization problem for optimal constant gains.
• Analytical transformation for semi-variable gains.
7.3.1 CONTROL ALLOCATION
Iteration Methods
This approach leads to finding the solutions of one algebraic equation of two
variables. In general, the method is not robust. If the values of the initial guess are
very close to the real solutions, only then may the method provide global solutions.
For the simulation and experimental studies, the values of the initial guess for the
iteration are selected as previous values of the iteration or the equilibrium values.
The advantage of the method is a simple structure which may speed up the iteration
process for the solution but may not provide robust behavior in general.
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Optimization Methods
In general, if the number of variables in an algebraic equation set is more than
number of equations, then optimization subject to the constraints is a good candidate
for finding the solutions. Instead of finding the solutions δal , δar of the equation
u = Cl(E), the optimization formulation leads to finding the solution to minimize
the tracking error sum, or
minimize
δal ,δar
J =
∫ t
0
(φ− φref )2dt (7.17)
subject to the constraints
δalδar ≤ 0
u− Cl(E) = 0
(7.18)
Another similar formulated problem is
minimize
δal ,δar
J =
∫ t
0
(u− Cl(E))2dt (7.19)
subject to the constraints
δalδar ≤ 0 (7.20)
7.3.2 GAIN SCHEDULES
Constant Gains
The approach leads to finding the optimal solutions for c0, c1, c2 to minimize the
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tracking error sum and aileron deflections
minimize
c0,c1,c2
J =
∫ t
0
[we(φ− φref )2 + wu(δ2ar + δ2al)]dt (7.21)
subject to the constraints
δalδar ≤ 0
u− Cl(E) = 0
(7.22)
where we, wu are the weights, which are determined via the requirements of the
performance specifications. Those values are selected by a trial and error technique.
The new input u is determined by equation (7.14). By using the command ”fmincon”
in Matlab/Simulink 2013, the optimal gains for the BSC law are achieved as c1 =
4.13 s−1, c2 = 4.28 s−1 for BSC and c0 = 4.12 s−1, c1 = 4.13 s−1, c2 = 4.28 s−1 for
the IBSC.
Semi-Variable Gains
The control formulation provides a feedback design in which the output will track
the command without overshoot. The question arises on how to handle the settling
time. From equation (7.16), it is clear that the settling time will increase if the gains
are decreased and vice versa. The following development provides a method in which
the settling time is assigned by the requirement of performance specifications, and
then, the gains are calculated as a function of the settling time.
Taking the integral of both sides of the first relation of equation (7.16) with zero
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gain for the integrator and returning with the original variables, one gets
φ− φref = (φ0 − φref )e−c1t (7.23)
The settling time ts is defined such that the output reaches 99 percent of the command
value or φ(ts) = 0.99φref . By doing so, the gain c1 can be calculated from equation
(7.23) as
c1 = − 1
ts
ln
−0.01φref
φ0 − φref
(7.24)
Taking the integral of both sides of the second relation of equation (7.16) and re-
turning to the original variables, one gets
p− α1ref = (p0 − α1ref )e−c2t (7.25)
where α1ref = 0.01c1φref is used as command for the second gain. Defining the
settling time ts to be when the output p reaches 99 percent of the command value
α1ref in equation (7.25) or p(ts) = 0.99α1ref . Thus, a value for c2 can be estimated
from
c2 = − 1
ts
ln
−0.01α1ref
p0 − α1ref
(7.26)
Substituting the values φ0 = 0 deg, p0 = 0 deg/s, ts = 1.1 second in equation (7.24)
and equation (7.26) results in the gain values c1 = 4.1865 s
−1, c2 = 4.1865 s−1. It
is clear that if the initial conditions are φ0 = p0 = 0 and a settling time of 1.1 s is
assigned, then the semi-variable gains are close to the optimal constant gains. One
advantage of semi-variable gains is that the settling time can be assigned specifically
for the output response from Reference [70]. The values of c1, c2 in equations (7.24)
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and equation (7.26), respectively, require positive values. Thus, the values of c1, c2
must satisfy the following expressions.
−0.01α1ref
p0 − α1ref < 1,
−0.01φref
φ0 − φref < 1
(7.27)
Note that the condition in equation (7.27) limits the operational range of the method.
Thus, a combined use of constant gains or a modified version will provide for a better
control strategy.
The above mentioned gains are used for the simulation and experimental studies
of rolling angle control for an L-59 aircraft model. The BSC/IBSC-based control
with the proposed gains shows the limitations and advantages in different operational
conditions. Simulation results are not presented here, but conclusions are similar and
consistent with results presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. To show the applicability
during real implementation, an analysis of experimental results when applied to the
actual physical model is emphasized in this study.
7.4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, experimental studies are implemented for rolling angle control for
the L-59 aircraft model. Both BSC and IBSC-based control methods with optimal
gains are used for experiments.
7.4.1 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
The data of the L-59 aircraft model, as shown in Figure 7.1, is provided in Table
7.1 and Table 7.2. The aerodynamic data of the L-59 aircraft model for experiments is
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derived from wind-tunnel tests with constant dynamic pressure at the NASA Langley
Research Center. The experiments are tested with two different roll angle and pitch
angle profiles. The roll angle profile consists of ∓20 deg doublets shown in Figure
7.2. For pitch angle, several cases are considered with a constant small angle of 5
degrees. Also, one case is considered using a varying pitch angle profile indicated
in Figure 7.3. In this second profile, multiple changes in pitch angle are applied
for the study in order to verify the robustness of the proposed method for different
flight conditions. Also, the experimental results were generated with different types
of gains that are constant gains, semi-variable gains, and variable gains. The values
of constant gains were computed from an optimization process described in Section
7.3 and expressions for the semi-variable gains are represented in equation (7.24) and
equation (7.26).
Figure 7.2: Roll Angle Command in Time
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The experimental study is implemented with different conditions. To show the im-
provement of the BSC-based control strategy, a PD or proportional-derivative-based
control using available aerodynamic coefficients was implemented for the first half of
the experiment. In this time window, system identification was turned on for esti-
mating new aerodynamic coefficients. With the achieved aerodynamic coefficients,
the BSC-based control was applied for the remaining period in the experiments.
Figure 7.3: Varying Pitching Angles in Time
7.4.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Note that the IBSC-based method is exactly the same as the BSC-based method
with the exception of a zero gain for integrator term or c0 = 0. For simplicity, the
terminology “BSC-based control” is used for implying both IBSC or BSC for the rest
of the chapter.
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Case 1: Constant Gains without Integrator
Figure 7.4 shows time responses of the roll angle with constant gains and without
an integrator. The red or dash line presents a desired command for roll angle and
the blue line or solid line shows the experimental result of the controlled roll angle
of the L-59 model mounted in the wind-tunnel with freedom to rotate about the roll
axis.
Figure 7.4: Roll Angle Response with Constant Gains and without Integrator
Figure 7.5 shows time responses of the states and control variables with constant
gains and without an integrator. The experimental response of roll angle in Figure
7.4 using the BSC control has a well-behaved command tracking behavior without
overshoot. The result also shows that the performance is improved significantly
compared to the results using a proportional-derivative (PD) based control. However,
the roll angle time response appears to have a small steady state error, which had
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been predicted theoretically in other simulations with system parameter error in
Chapter 3. Also, the experimental responses of aileron deflections in Figure 7.5 show
the decrease in the BSC-based magnitude as compared to the PD-based control.
Figure 7.5: Time Response of State and Control Variables with Constant Gains and
without Integrator
Case 2: Constant Gains with Integrator
Figure 7.6 shows time responses of the roll angle with constant gains and with
an integrator. The red line or dash line presents the desired command for roll angle
and the blue line or solid line shows the experimental result of controlled roll angle.
Figure 7.7 shows time responses of the states and control variables with constant
gains and with an integrator. From the results in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7, some
discussions are made similarly to Case 1. However, the BSC-based control with an
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Figure 7.6: Roll Angle Response with Constant Gains and with Integrator
integrator provides a time response of roll angle with no steady state error and the
outcome also shows that the settling time in this case is higher than in Case 1.
Case 3: Semi-Variable Gains with Integrator
Figure 7.8 shows time responses of the roll angle with semi-variable gains and
with an integrator. The red line or dash line presents a desired command for the
roll angle and the blue line or solid line shows the experimental result. Figure 7.9
shows time responses of the states and control variables with semi-variable gains and
with an integrator. From the results in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9, conclusions are
made similarly to Case 2. However, the BSC-based control with semi-variable gains
provides a shorter settling time or faster response compared to Case 2.
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Figure 7.7: Time Response of State and Control Variables with Constant Gains and
with Integrator
Figure 7.8: Roll Angle Response with Semi-Variable Gains and with Integrator
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Figure 7.9: Time Response of State and Control Variables with Semi-Variable Gains
and with Integrator
Case 4: Semi-Variable Gains with Integrator and Multiple Pitch Angles
Figure 7.10 shows time responses of roll angle with semi-variable gains with inte-
grator, and with varying pitching angle profile from Figure 7.3. The red line or dash
line presents a desired command for roll angle and the blue line or solid line shows
the experimental result of controlled roll angle. Figure 7.11 shows time responses
of the states and control variables with semi-variable gains and an integrator, and
varying pitch angle. Results in Figure 7.10 show that the roll angle time response has
a well-behaved command tracking behavior in the presence of varying pitch angles.
Results in Figure 7.11 indicate the proposed control method provides precision and
reliability in controlling roll angle.
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Figure 7.10: Roll Angle Response with Semi-Variable Gains and Integrator, and with
Multiple Pitch Angles
7.5 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This chapter provides a brief discussion about the L-59 aircraft model used for
experimental study. The governing equations for pure roll dynamics of the aircraft
are derived for control design purposes. Then, IBSC/BSC formulations and control
strategy for the roll dynamics are presented. Also, gain selection for experimental
investigations is considered. With the achieved control strategy, experiments on roll
angle control with different pitch profiles for the L-59 aircraft model are implemented
for verification of theoretical development.
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Figure 7.11: Time Response of State and Control Variables with Semi-Variable Gains
and Integrator, and with Multiple Pitch Angles
Experimental results show the benefits and limitations of the IBSC/BSC-based
control method. Experimental results indicate steady state error occurs as the BSC-
based control is applied in the presence of parameter errors. The results also indicate
that the IBSC-based control is able to eliminate the steady state error in the pres-
ence of those modeling errors or from disturbances in the pitch angle. From those
experimental results, a verification of theoretical prediction from the proposed control
method is made.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this chapter, a summary, discussion, and conclusion of the overall dissertation
are made. Advances and limitations of the proposed nonlinear backstepping control
methodology are drawn out for applications to aircraft flight dynamic systems. Then,
future works with open topics related to the dissertation research are presented at
the end of the chapter.
8.1 CONCLUSION
With the rapid developments of high-performance computers, sensor technology,
and PC integrated control hardware such as PCI, PXI, and Labview FPGA, many
advanced control design methods for nonlinear dynamic systems have been addressed
to improve performance and stability. Nonlinear flight control design for aircraft dy-
namic systems have also been considered by many researchers in recent years. A
backstepping-based control design for aircraft flight dynamics is one of the most ad-
vanced methods in which nonlinear dynamic equations of the aircraft are used for
control analysis and design. Through investigation, there are some limitations in re-
cent analyses and design methods for nonlinear flight dynamics of the aircraft. Thus,
the dissertation research is proposed to achieve a better and more robust control
method of aircraft flight dynamics.
For theoretical developments, a general strict-feedback system, a standard model
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for the backstepping-based approach, is introduced and analyzed. Then, the research
shows that a general nonlinear dynamic system with affine form and full relative de-
gree can be transformed directly into the strict-feedback form of nonlinear dynamic
systems. If the above conditions are not available, then the necessary assumptions
have to be stated such that a nonlinear dynamic system can be transformed indi-
rectly into the strict-feedback form of nonlinear dynamic systems. For the achieved
strict-feedback form of nonlinear dynamic systems, the research provides a systematic
procedure for formulating the backstepping control law. With the achieved BSC law,
a BSC-based control algorithm is then provided for numerical strategy. Analytical
and numerical results indicate that approximated parameters in the design model
with large enough variation may lead to degraded performance or even instability.
Thus, the integrator-backstepping-based control design for strict-feedback systems
are addressed to improve the performance and stability in the presence of parameter
error or external disturbances. In this approach, a definition of the modified track-
ing error is introduced by adding an integral term to the normal tracking error and
then, a systematic procedure is addressed for formulating an integrator-backstepping
control law for a general strict-feedback system. An IBSC-based control strategy is
provided for closed-loop simulation testing. An example is implemented by applying
the proposed control methods for assessing validity. Both analytical and numerical
results indicate that the proposed control strategy provides a robust control system
with high precision.
To show the applicability of the proposed control methodology for nonlinear flight
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dynamic systems, the flight path angle control study of longitudinal dynamics for the
F-16 aircraft model is implemented. The research started with assumptions in which
the aircraft speed is constant and the aircraft lift force is a sinusoidal function of
attack angle and altitude. The assumptions are analyzed, validated, and compared
to show the advantages and disadvantages of the design model. By doing so, the full
nonlinear flight dynamics of aircraft is transformed into the standard strict-feedback
form. For the achieved standard model, a systematic procedure is given for formulat-
ing the backstepping control law for the standard strict-feedback form of nonlinear
longitudinal dynamics of aircraft. An achieved BSC-based control algorithm for flight
path angle of an F-16 aircraft model is then provided for numerical simulation study.
Simulation results for the full nonlinear model of different flight conditions show
that the proposed control strategy meets the demands of the required performance
specifications with no or small acceptable overshoot and robust stability. Also, the
numerical results validate the analytical prediction in which the output will track
asymptotically the command with no or small acceptable overshoot. For the testing
of the robust control design, the numerical outcomes which are implemented for dif-
ferent variations of the aircraft mass centers confirm the robustness of the proposed
control design.
Through investigation, there is proven an equivalence between the feedback
linearization-based design and the backstepping-based design for a triangular affine
form of nonlinear dynamic systems. The dissertation research provides a theorem
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in which both feedback linearizion-based and the backstepping-based designs for tri-
angular affine systems result in the same feedback control laws. Similarly, some
assumptions on aerodynamic forces and moments are made to transform aircraft
nonlinear flight dynamics into a triangular affine model. Then, both approaches are
applied for formulating the feedback control laws for the triangular affine system. A
flight path angle control study of the F-16 aircraft model is then provided for proving
equivalence and applicability. Analytical and numerical results indicate validation of
the theoretical prediction and applicability of the proposed control method.
In practice, the effectiveness of model assumptions and disturbances such as wind
velocities and turbulence on aircraft plays an essential role in performance and sta-
bility. A considerable range of model errors may lead to degraded performance like
steady state error or even instability by using the BSC-based control design. Thus, an
improvement of the backstepping strategy is made by introducing a modified tracking
error in which the integral term of normal error is added to the normal tracking error.
Then a similar systematic procedure, such as the BSC-based design, is provided to
formulate the integrator-backstepping control law for strict-feedback form of the lon-
gitudinal aircraft dynamics. An IBSC-based control algorithm for flight path angle
of longitudinal dynamics of the aircraft is provided for numerical simulation. Results
show the improvements of the IBSC-based control design over the BSC-based control
strategy in which the steady state errors due to the approximated design model or
wind disturbance is eliminated. The performance and stability of the aircraft are also
recovered and track asymptotically to a command in the presence of wind velocities
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acting on the aircraft.
In conclusion, the backstepping technique shows an important potential on con-
trol analysis and design of nonlinear dynamic systems, and has been a motivating
basis for exploring new directions in control design for engineering systems in gen-
eral, and particularly for nonlinear aircraft flight dynamic systems. The applications
of this technique for engineering systems combined with powerful digital computers
and highly accurate sensor technology result in a control strategy with robust and
high precision control behavior.
8.2 FUTURE WORK
Although the research shows that a nonlinear dynamic system with affine form
and full relative degree can be transformed directly into a nonlinear strict-feedback
form of nonlinear dynamic systems, the dissertation only shows a specific type of
state transformation. With this type of transformation and feedbacks, a nonlinear
dynamic system can be transformed directly into a linear form of strict-feedback
system. A more generalized version of advanced state transformations may provide
a better design model in which benefits of nonlinear properties may be maintained
via coordinate transformations and feedbacks. Thus, the achieved design model that
is closer to the physical system may result in a control system with more robustness
and high quality.
The numerical outcomes show that the backstepping technique results in a con-
siderable improvement on flight path angle control for nonlinear flight dynamic sys-
tems of an aircraft. However, the overall process of control analysis and design for
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longitudinal dynamics of aircraft assumes that the aircraft velocity is constant and
aerodynamic forces and moments are linear or sinusoidal functions of state variables
and inputs. Through these assumptions, responses of real systems may be different
from a numerical simulation model. Deeper work considering the contributions of
every single parameter on aerodynamic forces and moments may provide a control
system with closer physical behavior. This enhanced parameter description may re-
quire the control signal to be computed numerically from solving a set of nonlinear
algebraic equations, as opposed to closed-form expression seen in this dissertation.
Thus, a suitable control realization in these situations should be addressed for the
applicability of the proposed control method.
Although simulation results indicate that the IBSC-based control design provides
a robust control method in the presence of wind turbulence, the research is not able
to show the boundaries of the disturbances in which the proposed methods are still
able to achieve the performance and stability. A traditional robust design concept
should be addressed to provide clarity of the proposed method.
In the dissertation, assumptions of the decoupling of the longitudinal and lateral-
directional dynamics are made to achieve the single-input single-output standard
model for the longitudinal dynamic system for control analysis and design. A
backstepping-based control strategy for the full nonlinear aircraft model where both
longitudinal and lateral-directional dynamics are present simultaneously needs to be
addressed and may provide a better and more robust flight control system.
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